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This projects centers on the underdeveloped girlhood studies in Indonesia. By showing 

the potentials of the studies through two narratives of Indonesian girls, the project offers 

a new way of thinking about female youth in Indonesia and other third-world countries as 

contradictory, prolific, and influential actors in contemporary sociocultural dynamics. 

Not only visible in popular culture and social media through post-feminist luminosities, 

they also have played an important part in shaping the ‘future’ Indonesian women and 

therefore gender construction in post-Suharto Indonesia. I conclude with a suggestion to 

develop girlhood studies in Indonesia by encouraging making knowledge with Indonesian 

girls as a way of knowing responsibly, and thus making attempts for a more just way of 

producing knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION

The five of us were hanging out in the mall, sipping lemonade from a paper cup 

and sharing two pieces of pretzels from this hippest American place called Auntie Anne’s 

when my Nokia rang, and I heard my mother’s trembling voice on the other side. She 

asked me to go home right away. The riot police opened fire and killed six student 

protesters in front a campus which was located only 10 minutes away from the mall 

where I and my best friends were. Living in the suburban area of Jakarta, it took us 40 

minutes to get back home. It was not until two days later I realized the gravity of the 

situation. Schools were closed, and riots broke out all over the country1. I vividly 

remember hiding in my parents’ bedroom with my mother and younger sister while my 

father flipped over our dining table, trying to block the door from the angry mob targeting 

our Chinese Indonesian family. It was 14 May 1998, a week before the downfall of the 

New Order when President Suharto was forced to step down from his throne. I was 

thirteen.

Growing up in the beginning of Reformation Era which was considered as post

authoritarian and democratic, I noticed and experienced significant changes not only in

1 Kerusuhan Mei 1998 or the May 1998 riots in Indonesia was marked by protests and mass 
violence happened throughout Indonesia, especially in big cities such as Jakarta, Medan and 
Surakarta. The riots were triggered by economic problems, including massive unemployment and 
food shortage. This led to the targeting of Chinese Indonesians who were considered successful 
financially. Thousands of people died in the riot and there were 52 rape cases of Chinese 
Indonesian women were reported.
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my life and my friends’ lives, but also in my parents’ lives. With more freedom, the 

effects of global capitalism became very real and unstoppable. Suddenly there were more 

shopping malls to hang out in, MTV became the new youth ‘bible’, and many Western 

teenage magazines flooded in. The economic crisis and the aftermath of the riots left my 

parents (and many of my friends’ parents) struggling financially. This led them to push 

me harder to obtain the best education so that I could get a decent job and be financially 

stable before getting married. I landed in the most prestigious university in Indonesia 

majoring in English hoping to make a good career as a translator, writer or diplomat.

More than a decade later, I was a journalist in the first girls’ magazine in 

Indonesia. I worked with a lot of middle-class and girls from low-income families who 

spent most of their lives in the Reformation Era, the era of ‘freedom’. I witnessed how 

media conglomerates and the internet dominate their lives through popular culture. I 

observe how feminism tapped into this notion of “girlpower” to push the girls to pursue 

education and employment (McRobbie 2008). Meanwhile, they are also pushed to 

participate actively in the consumer culture, especially with multinational retail 

companies (such as Uniqlo and H&M) and internet companies (such as Facebook and 

Google) burst into Indonesian market. As the result of the rise of conservative Islamist 

groups, I also see the growing trend of “pop Islam”, particularly in Indonesian movies, 

fashion and beauty industry. Growing up in the era of freedom and global capitalism, 

some girls I had long conversations with constantly expressed their desires to pursue 

education, get a good job and then started a family at a young age.
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Being a former Indonesian girl and working with Indonesian girls in the post- 

Suharto era droves me to inquire what it means to be a girl in Indonesia and helps me to 

navigate this research project. My personal experience helps me to pay attention to the 

kind of knowledge girls made and their representation in media, research and other sites 

while taking into account the powering dynamics shaping the knowledge. In the end, this 

research project centers on the question: where are Indonesian girls in feminist 

scholarship? However, asking this question alone seems inadequate. Therefore, it needs 

to be followed up with these inquiries: why are girlhood studies overlooked in Indonesia? 

What potentials do the Indonesian girls have for the feminist scholarship and girlhood 

studies? How can we be mindful in making knowledge about Indonesian girls?

This thesis argues that the girlhood studies in Indonesia is underdeveloped and 

therefore it encourages making knowledge about girls. It looks on how girls are 

unrecognized in Indonesian feminist studies and girlhood studies. Through two case 

studies, it offers a new way of thinking about female youth in Indonesia and other third- 

world countries as contradictory yet prolific and influential actors in contemporary 

sociocultural dynamics. Not only visible as neoliberal subjects and Third World girls, 

they also have played an important part in shaping the ‘future’ Indonesian women. 

Lastly, I propose the idea of knowing responsibly as a decolonial way of making 

knowledge about these girls. I sketch the outline of the next chapters below for further 

details.
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Chapter 1 investigates the location of Indonesian girls in both Indonesian feminist 

studies and girlhood studies. By laying out the areas of focus of Indonesian feminist 

studies and working through the case of Yuyun, I show that girls are unrecognized in the 

field mostly because they are desexualized into the category of children. Furthermore, I 

demonstrate how in the field of girlhood studies which are mostly centered on Western 

girls, Indonesian girls are also unnoticed.

Chapter 2 pursues a new approach of thinking about girls in Indonesia through 

two case studies of a hijab heavy metal band, Voice of Baceprot and an urban middle- 

class Instagram celebrity, Awkarin. As an attempt to show the specific location and 

important role of the girls, I use Angela McRobbie’s “luminosity” in post-feminism 

which highlights the visibility of girls and Anita Harris’ “future girl” as the ideal girlhood 

produced by post-feminism.

Chapter 3 suggests the concept of knowing responsibly in producing decolonial 

knowledge about Indonesian girls. To embody the dream of becoming responsible 

knowers, I suggest that we pay attention to three things in the practices of knowledge- 

making about Indonesian girls: 1) the conditions of knowing; 2) the intentions of 

knowing; and 3) the material effects of knowing. Finally, following the idea of 

“epistemic gathering” proposed by Gaile Pohlhaus Jr., I propose knowing with the girls as 

an attempt to define the idea of knowing responsibly.
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In the end this project hopes to demonstrate the promise of girlhood studies in 

Indonesia.. By showing what demonstrating what this might look like through two 

narratives, I encourage making knowledge about Indonesian girls while being cautious of 

the kind of stories told and the violence which might occur from the process.. Moreover, 

in rethinking and revisioning our way of knowing and producing knowledge, I hope to 

foreground this concept as an embodiment of knowing responsibly and to promote a 

more just way of knowing.
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE ‘MISSING’ INDONESIAN GIRLS

“To speak o f ‘Indonesian women’ is an impossibility, instead, we sought out 
representations of the ‘feminine’ in the historical, ethnographic, literary, and 

mediatique stories that circulate in Indonesia today, hoping these stories might
open new sites of resistance.”

~ Laurie J. Sears, Fantasizing the Feminine in Indonesia

Numerous attempts have been made to paint different pictures of Indonesian 

femininity beyond the Western light of exoticism, piety, and sexual oppression. However, 

the task seems not only challenging and endless but as Sears suggested, almost 

impossible, with several stereotypes of Indonesian femininity such as the submissive 

Muslim women wearing hijab, the ethnic mysterious sexualized Balinese women, and the 

abused Indonesian migrant nannies and maids in the global care chain, continuously 

emerge as representations of Indonesian women. Critiquing these representations has 

been subject of interests for Indonesian feminist scholars. However, despite dominating 

popular culture, Indonesian female youth remain ‘unheard’ and ‘unseen’ in academia, 

hidden under the category of children.
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In this chapter, I argue that Indonesian girls are ‘missing’ in both Indonesian 

feminist studies and Girls’ Studies. Moreover, I also aim to demonstrate how the lack of 

attention to Indonesian girlhood studies results in material effects not only on the girls but 

also the feminist politics. I begin by providing a historical trajectory of the gender 

construction in Indonesia, particularly Indonesian womanhood, as a result the nation’s 

unique social historical cultural and political dynamics. In laying out how Indonesian 

womanhood is shaped historically, I hope to add our understanding of the formation of 

Indonesian womanhood today and illuminate how this construction affects the 

construction of Indonesian girls as the ‘future’ Indonesia women.

Pious Feminine Subject: The Construction of Indonesian Womanhood

Having begun as separate kingdoms such as Sriwijaya, Mataram and Majapahit 

spreading their influences throughout Java and Sumatra, contemporary Indonesia is a 

product of a long history of Dutch colonization and imperialism which lasted for more 

than three centuries (1600-1942). The nation was born after it finally claimed its 

independence from colonizers on 17 August 1945 with its territory consisting of more 

than 17,000 islands and hundreds of ethnic groups and languages. With such an 

enormous diversity, the nation has constantly struggled to negotiate solidarities between 

religions, ideologies, education, and classes which unceasingly create tensions and 

frictions which then shape its identities, including its gender construction. In one of the 

most influential anthologies about Indonesian womanhood and femininity, Fantasizing 

the Feminine in Indonesia, Laurie J. Sears explains that in precolonial times, Javanese
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kingdoms had a high appreciation of elite Javanese women’s role in the society as they 

were expected to maintain Javanese values. They were in charge of their offspring’s 

education and they were the head of household affairs while the husband became the 

king. These labor distributions were considered to be the ideal relationship between men 

and women. However, in colonial times, particularly in the early nineteenth century, this 

gender construction slightly shifted as the Javanese and Dutch discourses came together 

(Sears 33).

In the same book, Ann Laura Stoler makes an important contribution to 

recognizing gender construction in Dutch colonial times in her article “A Sentimental 

Education: Native Servants and Cultivation of European Children in the Netherlands 

Indies.” During Dutch colonial times, the policing efforts were aimed to maintain the 

racial membership on the colonial divide between the Europeans and the non-Europeans 

by deciding who are eligible for the “true” European status. These were apparent not only 

through the relationships and marriages between Dutch men and Native women but also 

in the relationships between these women and the children in Dutch colonial homes. 

Therefore, Stoler argues that the “sentimental education” and child-rearing became major 

sites of upholding the racial and gender division between the European bourgeoisie men 

and the Native women. She looks at the negative sentiments toward Native women as 

mistresses, mothers and servants by the Dutch colonial state which emerged because 

some women refused to give up their mixed-blood children to the Dutch institutions or 

they were blamed for staining the pure European bourgeois’ blood since the children
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ended up not being able to speak Dutch and be familiar with Dutch culture. Stoler 

explains that these sentiments were indications of increasing racism in colonial times 

caused by the anxieties of contaminating the superior European race by mixing it with 

Javanese or Native blood (people from other kingdoms). As the Native servants stained 

the bourgeois family in the European colonial households sexually, physically and 

affectively, these anxieties resulted in “the colonial management of sexuality, 

domesticity, and motherhood” (Stoler, 71), in order to maintain the power dynamics 

between the colonizer and the colonized. The centering of women’s role in sexuality, 

domestic labor, and motherhood strongly shaped Indonesian womanhood for more than 

three centuries.

However, it would be reckless to conclude Indonesian womanhood is solely 

influenced by Dutch colonialism. After declaring its independence, Indonesia was ruled 

by its first president, President Soekarno (1949-1965) whose government was known as 

the Old Order (Orde Lama). This era is considered to be one of the most progressive eras 

for the Indonesian women’s movement. Soekarno’s socialist and nationalist point of 

views brought fresh changes for Indonesian women and enabled women’s participation in 

most political activities. One of the examples of the political activities is the 

establishment of Gerakan Wanita Indonesia (Gerwani) or Indonesia’s women movement 

in the 1950s. The organization was considered the biggest women’s organization in the 

Indonesian history with 1.5 million members in the beginning of the 1960s.
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The New Order (Orde Baru) was led by President Suharto (1966-1998) who 

governed for more than three decades by ensuring that there could not be any effective 

opposition. The term New Order is also used as a contrast to the Old Order of President 

Soekamo. In the New Order era, the gender construction formed in colonial times was 

repackaged in an authoritarian regime which inforced a singular paternal and militaristic 

imaginary of Indonesian women and men to support its ambitious development projects. 

Despite being infamous for its autocratic, oppressive and corrupt regime marked by 

militaristic control in every level and censorship of the press, the New Order is also 

known for its economic legacy. Donald Greenlees defines this period as “a time of 

remarkable progress in people’s welfare” with the decline of poverty and improved 

access to education and health care (2008) notwithstanding the corruption of the 

government. President Suharto’s development agendas were aimed at rapid economic 

growth, including the investment of mining and energy.

The most prominent work on sexual politics in the New Order regime is Julia 

Suryakusuma’s book entitled State Ibuism: The Social Construction o f  Womanhood in 

New Order. She explains that the concept “State Ibuism” took the worst aspects of both 

bourgeois “housewifization” from colonial times (which expects women to provide free 

labor without expecting power or recognition) and ibuism (a term coined by Madelon 

Djajadiningrat-Nieuwenhuis which refers to the role of elite Javanese women to serve 

their men, children, family, community and the state). In her article “The State and 

Sexuality in New Order Indonesia”, Suryakusuma defines “State Ibuism” as dominant
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gender ideology engineered by the New Order regime which emphasized women’s role 

not only as mothers but also wives:

State Ibuism defines women as appendages and companions to their husbands, as 

procreators of the nation, as mothers and educators of children, as housekeepers, 

and as members of Indonesian society- in that order. Ibu means mother, but the 

term has been stretched to cover a range of roles. Respected women with no 

children are addresses as “Ibu”. While a broad concept, the state uses ibu in its 

limited, biological meaning. (Suryakusuma, 101)

Suryakusuma came up with this concept when looking specifically at the state-sanctioned 

organization for civil servants’ wives called Dharma Wanita, in which each woman’s 

position in the organization represents the position of her husband. She argues that the 

socio-political engineering of women was a fundamental part of ensuring the New Order 

regime maintained control of Indonesian society. Furthermore, she highlights that women 

in this era were not only oppressed and depoliticized (not involved in the formal politics) 

but at the same time mobilized to ensure the success of the regime’s developmentalist 

purposes such as national economic growth and education through a numerous of 

interventionist state institutions such as Dharma Wanita. The New Order’s gender 

ideology of “state ibuism” relies on centering Indonesian women’s role not only as
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mothers but also wives to maintain the ideal Indonesian household as their active 

contributions for the nation’s development projects.

If the concept of “State Ibuism” examines the construction of Indonesian 

womanhood in connection with women’s role in the national imaginary and as tools for 

supporting state agendas, the discursive formation of kodrat wanita ties closely with the 

subject formation of Indonesian woman as Muslim woman and therefore pious feminine 

subjects. Constantly rearticulated to middle-class urban women through women’s 

organizations especially in the Suharto’s era, this model of femininity constituted the 

dominant ideology of what an ideal Indonesian womanhood should be. Derived from 

Arabic word quadrah, the word kodrat means God’s will or “the ability to do a particular 

thing within the bounds of appropriateness” (Dewi, 2012, 118). Meanwhile, the word 

wanita means woman in Indonesian. Therefore, kodrat wanita can be translated as 

“woman’s social role that is preordained by her biological (especially reproductive) 

capacities” (Robinson, 2009,10). This reproductive role was attractive for the 

development rhetorics of New Order, especially when the regime considers the family 

“as the site on which the seeds of a ‘modern’, ‘orderly’, and ‘developed’ nation can be

planted The family, then, bears a heavy burden in the transformation of Indonesia’s

population into ‘modem’ citizens of the nation-state” (Brenner, 1998, 228). Therefore, 

the role of women was centered around their place in a household, as wives and mothers. 

In spite of the evidence from ethnographic works suggested the various gender roles in 

Indonesia, the New Order regime “reduced gender relations to the question of ‘women’s
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status’ (kedudukan wanita) grounded in biological destiny (kodrat) ” (Robinson, 2009, 

31). Therefore, in New Order era, kodrat wanita played significant role not only in 

controlling its population but also in depoliticizing its women.

Lasting more than three decades, the New Order left several memorable scars 

especially in molding women’s role in the Indonesian nation-state. As the “State Ibuism” 

and kodrat wanita define which women were considered to be ‘fit’ for Indonesian 

society, the New Order regime also defined which women were considered to be ‘unfit’, 

feared and considered as a threat and therefore needing to be silenced. Gerwani, 

commonly and mistakenly known as a communist women’s organization in Indonesia, is 

one of them. In her groundbreaking book, Sexual Politics in Indonesia, Saskia Wieringa 

exposes this hidden history of Gerwani and elucidates the destruction of Gerwani as a 

kind of sexual politics orchestrated by the New Order regime. Because Gerwani inserted 

feminist demands in its agenda such as marriage law reforms, women’s education and 

women’s involvement in politics, the organization was seen as contradicting Suharto’s 

government gender ideology in which women’s movement in the public sphere is limited 

through their roles as mothers and wives. Seen as a risk for national stability, Gerwani 

was then demolished in a sexual slander campaign directed by Soeharto in 1965 by 

accusing them of sexual debauchery. Gerwani and its members are depicted as 

dangerous, immoral, overly sexualized, rebellious and connected to communism (which 

means that they were related to atheism and therefore unreligious). Until today the 

rearticulation of the dangerous women depicted through Gerwani members has effects on
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the contemporary women’s movement, especially since women who are fighting for 

political agency and for their rights are seen as the “new Gerwani”.

The New Order’s influence on the formation of Indonesian womanhood 

suspiciously lingers in contemporary Indonesia, almost two decades after the regime fell 

in 1998. Celebrated as the start of Reform era (Era Reformasi) and the rise of democracy 

in Indonesia, the downfall of New Order regime gave way to freedom of speech 

including freedom of press, scholarship and the women’s movement. Even though there 

was a significant rise in the women’s movement and feminist scholarship during this era, 

the democratization process combined with the unstoppable tsunami of global capitalism 

and neoliberalism has brought its own challenges for Indonesian women and feminist 

politics. One of Indonesia’s prominent feminist scholars, Melani Budianta, explains 

several issues posed by democracy for feminist politics such as decentralized arena for 

power redistribution with larger regional autonomy, women’s political participation, 

freedom of press and the growth of fundamentalism (Budianta, 2006). Even though 

Budianta’s article was published more than a decade ago, the challenges she posited are 

still very relevant to elucidate the situation in contemporary Indonesia, particularly the 

most palpable challenge of larger regional autonomy.

The tendency to celebrate pluralism with larger regional autonomy and therefore 

return to “local traditions” make feminist interventions even harder since this means a 

return to patriarchy and that the enemy which used to be state-centralized power now has 

dispersed to local struggles in 34 provinces. One of concrete example of these challenges
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is the Islamic (shariah) law applied in the Aceh province which attracted world’s 

attention with the public caning as punishments for crimes such as sex outside marriage 

and homosexual intercourse (Emont, 2017) or the arrest and public shaming of 12 trans 

women by the police (Lamb, 2018).

Moreover, Budianta also argues the struggle for women’s citizenship in 

contemporary Indonesia is also still very real. Despite the acceleration of gender issues in 

various public discussions and scholarships, along with the democratic reforms which 

occurred in formal structures such as political participation, these changes do not affect 

the lives of women since they do not touch on issues which are significant for women 

such as domestic violence, affordable education for children and reproductive rights. 

Ignoring these issues makes clear that the New Order gender ideology, in which women 

are considered as foundations of the nation with the purpose of serving the interests of the 

State and its male citizens, is still in play in the present time. According to Budianta, the 

reinforcement of this very same gender ideology is “promoted by the very force of 

democratization: the right-wing entities of the civil society and their use of the free press, 

and the local governments in the regional autonomy movement.” (918)

Even though Islam and feminist politics are not always at odd, the growth of 

fundamentalism and populism through right-wing Islamic groups pose challenges for 

women’s movement. One of the recent cases which marked this tendency in 

contemporary Indonesia is the sentencing to jail o f Christian Chinese Indonesian 

governor of Jakarta, Basuki Tjahaja Purnama, for blasphemy after quoting the Quran.
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The case occurred during the reelection campaign in early 2017 which ended up putting 

his rival in major lead, especially with the major support from right-wing Islamic groups 

(Cochrane, 2017). The Western media and the liberal in Indonesia have considered this 

case to be a threat to the secular face of the country with the greatest Muslim population 

in the world. In the current political climate, the proliferation of right-wing groups and 

President Joko Widodo’s neoliberal policies, Indonesian women and feminist politics are 

in a vulnerable place battling numerous challenges to ensure better lives and a more just 

and equal world for them.

Where Are the Girls?

In Indonesia today, gender remains one of the invisible sites of public and 

government attention, overshadowed by issues of human rights violations, poverty, 

inevitable effects of globalization and neoliberalism, and the revival of Islamic 

fundamentalism. Grassroots movements, women’s organizations, and Indonesian feminist 

scholars have restlessly tried to draw attention to gender issues as well as Indonesian 

feminist scholars. There has been prolific scholarly works addressing gender issues in the 

past three decades that include three areas of focus which dominate the scholarship: 1) 

gender and the nation-state (Blackburn 2002, Budianta 2006, Suryakusuma 2011, 

Wieringa 2002); 2) Muslim women’s politics (Smith-Hefner 2007, Rinaldo 2012, 

Robinson 2009); and 3) the representation of Indonesian women through cultural 

narratives (Brenner 1999, Jones 2010, Nilan 2003, Paramadita 2015, Sears 1996).
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Among the works in these three main areas of Indonesian feminist scholarship, 

girlhood continues to be unrecognized in the discussion. Not only research about 

Indonesian girls and girlhood rare, whenever girls and/or young women exist in the 

frame, they have always been discussed as the statistics or objects of development project 

such as research on the age at menarche (Batubara 2010; Verhoef et al. 2009; Rahmawati 

and Astuti 2005; Rahmawati et al. 2017) or in relation to reproductive health (Bennet 

2005; Prayudi et al. 2016). Even though there are a few articles discussing representation 

of Indonesian girls in the media (Handajani 2014; Nilan 2003), very few of them focus 

specifically on gender or using feminist lens as analytical tools. Moreover, in Indonesian 

youth studies, girls and young women also remain unnoticed. Naafs and White argue that 

the field follows the general pattern of youth studies and has the tendency to “focus 

largely on urban youth, and particularly in the capital and larger metropolitan cities; they 

have been interested overwhelmingly in male youth -sometimes implicitly equating 

‘youth’ with ‘young men’-except in certain limited fields of study like sexuality” (4).

As a result, Indonesian girls are ‘out of space’. By ‘out of space’, I refer to the 

peripheral place girls are located in Indonesian feminist studies. As the studies center on 

fixing post-colonial issues around the construction of Indonesian womanhood (therefore 

motherhood) and femininity while dealing with the feminist challenges posed by 

democracy as elucidated earlier, girlhood studies gains very little attention. Moreover, 

this lack of interest in girlhood studies is also a result of the omission of “girlhood” as its 

own unique category and not merely as a category that falls under children. Intrigued by
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this, especially in thinking about the material effects of simply categorizing girls into 

children or youth, I am looking at the case o f Yuyun as an example of how girls are 

hidden under the category of children as a result o f desexualization of girls.

The naked body of a 14-year-old girl, was found lifeless with destroyed genitals 

and a couple of broken ribs on the bottom of a cliff in a small village in Sumatra, two 

days after she was declared missing. Yuyun, a daughter from a poor family works as 

coffee farmers in a plantation, was just walking home from school in that warm afternoon 

in April 2016 before she was brutally gang-raped by 14 young drunk men (two of them 

were her schoolmates) and thrown off a cliff. Yuyun’s body was discovered on April 4, 

2016, four days after she was raped and murdered. Six days after the discovery, the police 

successfully captured 12 perpetrators and chased the other two who were still on the 

loose. Even though the local media relentlessly covered the story, for almost a month 

after the tragic incident, Yuyun’s death remained unnoticed outside the area until the 

hashtag #NyalaUntukYuyun (#LightUpFor Yuyun), which was initiated by feminist group 

in Jakarta, began trending on social media. Once the hashtag began trending in Twitter, 

Yuyun’s story received not only a lot of national media attention but also media attention 

from neighboring countries.

The online activism successfully drew public attention, produced public 

conversation around the issue of sexual violence against children, and created big waves 

of protests involving various organizations and communities starting from governmental 

organizations such as Komisi Nasional Perlindungan Anak Indonesia (National
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Commision for Child Protection) and Komisi Nasional Anti Kekerasan Terhadap 

Perempuan (National Commission on Violence against Women) to local organizations 

such as Cahaya Perempuan Women’s Crisis Center, Save Our Sisters and Lentera 

Indonesia. Cornered by this national scale movement, on 25 May 2016 President Joko 

Widodo signed the regulation which allows judges to sentence child rapists with death 

penalty and chemical castration, though the regulation draft had been put on hold since 

February 2016 due to its controversy around human rights. The regulation, which was 

passed as a bill by the parliament in October 2016, also sentences perpetrators sexual 

violence against children to a minimum of 10 years of incarceration and maximum a 

death penalty. This law reform was applauded by national and foreign media. It is 

considered as a big feminist victory even though the claim seems problematic especially 

when the quick fix of signing a new bill failed to address larger structural problems such 

as poverty and unequal access to education.

Interestingly, the law which was amended and used to prosecute the perpetrators 

in the court are laws under Undang-Undang Nomor 35 Tahun 2014, the laws regulating 

child protection. The category of children and the rhetoric of protection are used even 

though the case centers on sexual violence; Yuyun is only visible through her age, not her 

gender or class. The lack of intersectionality of seeing Yuyun not only as a child who 

needs protection but also as a girl from a low-income family living in rural area is 

problematic, especially in thinking about the power dynamics surrounding this case. 

After the perpetrators were brought to “justice”, Yuyun’s family was forced to sell their
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house and moved out the village since they were threatened by the neighbors who are the 

family of the perpetrators living in the same area. It is fair then to question the meaning 

of this feminist movement for Yuyun and her family and what the recognition of Yuyun’s 

identity as girl and not simply a child might do in creating different ending for this story.

The lack of interest, attention, and intersectional analysis toward girls in 

Indonesian feminist studies bring up some questions: so, where are the girls? Why do 

they remain underrepresented in Indonesian feminist studies? How come there is very 

little interest in discussing the girls in sexual politics in relation to Islam, the nation-state 

or any cultural narratives? Why is research related to Indonesian girls are mostly related 

to reproductive health? What does the construction of Indonesian womanhood as mothers 

and wives as a result of the long history of Dutch colonialism and New Order regime 

have to do this? What makes the issues of girls less pressing than Indonesian women? 

This project is interested in complicating these questions as well as looking for the 

‘missing’ girls in order to see what contributions the girls can make for Indonesian 

feminist studies and feminist politics.

The Future is Western: Dominant Narratives in Girls’ Studies

Despite the fact that girls remain overlooked in Indonesian feminist studies, the 

invitation to pay attention to girls and therefore include girls in feminist agenda has long 

been proposed by Girls’ Studies. As a response to the neglect and marginalization of
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gender issues within youth studies and age within feminist studies, Girls’ Studies 

officially emerged as a field in 1990s even though scholars from around the world and 

across disciplines had conducted girl-centered research prior to that (Kearney 2009). The 

studies began as a critique of the privileging of boyhood in youth research in 1970s and 

was continued in 1980s with a few scholars, particularly Angela McRobbie (1980, 1982, 

1988, 1991; McRobbie and Garber 1976; McRobbie and McCabe 1981; McRobbie and 

Nava 1984), were committed to do research on girlhood and girls’ culture. These works 

of a small number of scholars in 1970s and 1980s inspired other researchers, which 

resulted in the proliferation of research focused on girlhood, girls, and girls’ culture in the 

past two decades. One of the significant achievements of Girls’ Studies occurred in 2008 

when a girl-centered academic journal, Girlhood Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal, 

was launched in 2008. Claiming its commitment to “feminist, anti-discrimination, anti

oppression approaches”, Girlhood Studies addresses topics such as “girls and schooling, 

girls and feminism, girls and sexuality, girlhood in the context of Boyhood Studies, girls 

and new media and popular culture, representation of girls in different media, histories of 

girlhood, girls and development” (berghahnjournals.com), provided from a variety of 

disciplinary perspectives.

As an emerging field, Girls’ Studies have slowly created its own tradition; issues 

such as feminism, sexuality, popular culture and school remain central in the field (Harris

2004). However, contemporary Girls’ Studies are faced with criticisms of being Western- 

centric since most of girls’ studies is conducted in the United States, United Kingdom,
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Northern Europe Canada and Australia. Moreover, the centering of Western girls and the 

core of girls’ studies lead to the marginalization of other girls, more particularly girls of 

color. Michelle Bae-Dimitriadis expresses a similar criticism:

Girlhood scholarship still envisions Western White middle-class girlhood as the 

‘future’ of all other girls—representing all other girls, and/or speaking for 

underprivileged ethnic minority girlhood, particularly Black/Latino girls—these 

girls often are treated as at-risk, ‘failed,’ or ‘weak’ subjects, as well as 

‘byproducts of girl power out of control’ (Harris, 2004b, p.29). (Bae-Dimitriadis, 

2017,372)

With pressures to incorporate transnational and intersectional lenses into the field, Girls’ 

Studies vigorously encouraged research from non-Western sites. A few attempts have 

been made by shifting attention toward girls of color and underprivileged girls (Bae- 

Dimitriadis 2017), Israeli girls, young Somali refugees, Japanese schoolgirls, adolescent 

tomboys, Australian country girls, Latina tweens, Singaporean young women, working- 

class African American girls (Kearney 2011), and girls with disabilities in Vietnam (de 

Lange 2016).

As the field acknowledges that girls are now living in the precarious time of new 

global political economy, including neoliberalism, which creates greater gap between the 

“have” and “have-not” girls (Harris 2004, Kearney 2011), the Third World girls and 

Global South girls are still glossed over, and Indonesian girls are once again nowhere to 

be found. If in Indonesian feminist studies the girls are seen as “out of space”, in Girls’
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Studies they are considered “out of time”. The field proclaims itself as being not only in 

post-feminism era but also post-girlpower era, which refers to the era in popular cultural 

landscape after “girlpower” discourses proliferated in 1990s which open spaces for girls 

to be “newly agentic, active and also both ‘powerful’ and ‘sexual’ in some significant 

ways” (Dobson and Harris 2015, p. 143). Moreover, the “post-girlpower” era refers to a 

time when “girls could be active, in the 2000s they are now expected/demanded to be 

fully self-actualized neo-liberal subjects’ (Gonick et al. 2009, 2). Therefore, this claim of 

Girls’ Studies being in the post-girlpower and post-feminism raise important questions 

such as: whose standards are used to say that the girls are in post-girlpower era? Which 

girls are they referring to? Are Indonesian girls really in the same era? As bleak as this 

might seem, I choose to see this invisibility of Indonesian girls in the Girls’ Studies 

landscape as a possibility. Once made ‘visible’, what can Indonesian girls do in 

(re)landscaping Girls’ Studies?

Conclusion

Indonesian girls have constantly been ‘missing’ in both landscapes: Indonesian 

feminist studies and Girls’ Studies. This invisibility puts Indonesian girls out of the 

national space and feminist agenda which can lead to harmful social, legal and cultural 

implications as demonstrated by Yuyun’s case in previous section. Moreover, this 

obscurity also places them out of the global space. This does not mean that Indonesian
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girls are untouched from the effects of global capitalism, neoliberalism and consumer 

culture which often characterize girlhood. It means that the invisibility hides the 

connections between Indonesian girls and girls around the world which can be beneficial 

Girls’ Studies. Most importantly, this lack of attention to Indonesian girls masks the 

potentials for taking girls’ politics seriously. Therefore, I believe a transnational feminist 

lens is important for this project not only to make the connections visible but also to 

complicate them. I draw on contemporary transnational feminist critiques to imagine 

what radical transnational feminism might look like in the current political climate with 

the “proliferation of corporatist, racist, misogynist cultures; lean-in and glass ceiling 

(liberal) feminisms; the decimation of labor movements, and the rise of right-wing, proto

fascist governments around the world” (McLaren 1). This will be useful in order to 

highlight the entangled connections between Indonesian girls and girls around the world 

in the global capitalist and neoliberal times, not merely as neoliberal subjects but also as 

active participants in shaping their own political identities.

Furthermore, in thinking about subject formation of Indonesian girls both in 

national and global landscape, I am interested in transnational feminist way of knowing 

as “knowing across borders”. Critiquing the intersectional approaches which often center 

on race/ethnicity, class and sexuality, Linda Martin Alcoff argues that it is urgent to also 

pay attention equally to nationality, religion, geographical, region, disability, and political 

status such as citizenship. Her notion of identity which focuses on both history and 

context is then combined with a notion of changeability by which she means “changing
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identity requires changing the world” (McLaren x). Following Alcoff, thinking about 

Indonesian girls’ identities outside the depictions of ‘future’ Indonesian women, Third 

World girls and neoliberal subjects, must require changing the world we know now, 

which includes our way of making knowledge.

Ultimately, the position of Indonesian girls as being “out of space” and “out of 

time” in both fields is what triggers this project. My interest in “bringing out” the 

Indonesian girls is not only in filling the gap between Indonesian feminist studies and 

Girls’ Studies, showing the importance of paying attention to Indonesian girls’ politics 

and therefore opening possibilities for more research in this area, but more importantly, 

in decolonizing knowledge production about Indonesian girls. This project aims to 

critique while at the same time contributing to the growing but often Western-centric 

Girls’ Studies and Indonesian feminist studies. Moreover, it also serves as a refusal to the 

ignorant, protective, and controlling way of knowing about girls and a commitment to 

applying decolonial frameworks which allow us to alter our way of knowing.
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE POTENTIALS OF INDONESIAN GIRLHOOD STUDIES

“Girlhood operates now as adolescence functioned then, as a space for ‘worries about 
unknown futures, about ability to succeed and dominate in changing circumstances, about 

maintenance of...hierarchy in changing social and cultural landscapes.” ’

-Anita Harris, Future Girl: Young Women in Twenty-First Century (2004)

With global media conglomerations, the vast growth of the internet, for the last 

two decades in the post-Suharto era, Indonesian pop culture has never been influenced by 

so many things with multinational fashion and internet companies suddenly find interests 

to expand their business and opening their offices in the country. As YouTube, 

Instagram, Spotify and Netflix easily make their ways into Indonesian market, creators in 

Indonesia are racing to produce content in order to compete in this new business model. 

In fashion, multinational retailer companies such as Uniqlo, H&M and Forever 21 

dominate the national market, particularly among youth. Moreover, the global growth of 

Muslim fashion, which is driving a $254 billion industry (Segran 2018), has also found 

its special place in Indonesia with the proliferation of international and local Muslim 

clothing brands and halal cosmetics emerging across the country. The fashion-beauty 

complex and globalization serve as “spaces of attention” in which girls are made 

hypervisible through “post-feminism”, a time in which gender equality is assumed to
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exist and therefore young women are empowered to achieve success at the cost of 

undoing feminism (McRobbie 2009). These notions of global mediated popular culture 

help shaped, if not strengthen, the creation o f “future girl” (Harris 2004) who is depicted 

as having power and opportunities to succeed in order to then participate in the economy 

through consumer culture. The global girl’s depiction as strong, empowered and having 

the abilities to conquer any challenges is best seen through Malala. Applauded for her 

bravery in fighting for her rights to pursue education after surviving a brutal shooting in 

Pakistan in 2012, Malala Yousafzai instantly became the icon of girls’ education. With 

the immense help of Western media and non-profits, Malala is pictured as the epitome of 

how a Third World girl can gain freedom, empowerment and success through education. 

After being named the youngest UN Ambassador for Peace and the youngest Nobel 

Peace Prize recipient, Malala is currently leading the Malala Fund, a non-profit aiming to 

promote girls’ education in third-world countries and receive millions of dollars funding 

from prominent donors such as the UN and Apple (Ghumman 2014, Donnelly 2018). 

Malala not only depicts the global girl but also the kind of “future girl” which Harris 

referred to be holding the burden of making the world a better place in the future despite 

the current uncertainties of present political socio-economics conditions. However, 

girlhood studies scholars have long reminded us not to fall into this myth of the global 

girl which potentially universalizes girls’ experience and relies on the premise that every 

girl has the same opportunities while in fact there is a very narrow range of possibility to 

be the right type of global girl.
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In attempting to show the significance of representing Indonesian girls in women 

and gender studies and girlhood studies, especially in times when images of global girls 

dominate many discourses, this chapter centers on two narratives of Indonesian girls 

shaped through social media in contemporary Indonesia. I argue that the global political 

struggles in contemporary Indonesia affected by post-Suharto and post-feminism politics 

which are assumed to give more independence, the notion of freedom playing out in 

narratives about girls remains a complicated one. This is seen through the narratives of 

the hijab metal band Voice of Baceprot and the celebrity Instagram Awkarin. The story 

of development, “can-do” Indonesian Muslim Third World girls neatly packaged for 

Western consumption is presented through the first narrative of a hijab metal band. 

Meanwhile, the narrative of Awkarin shows the love/hate of Indonesians for a 

Westernized girl where pressures to be a neoliberal consumer subject are clashing with 

the previous gender state ideologies which shape the national imaginary of ‘future’ 

Indonesian women. Both narratives function as examples of post-Suharto and post

feminism politics are played out through narratives about girls. Moreover, it also 

highlights attempts to control Indonesian girls to maintain the neoliberal promise of Third 

World girls and ‘future’ Indonesian woman and denying the role of these girls as 

ambivalent yet influential actors in contemporary sociocultural dynamics.

Even though I concentrate more on the narratives of the Indonesian girls instead 

of the digital platforms themselves, my decision to choose social media as archives is not 

incidental. Many of scholars, especially feminist media studies scholars, have shown
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interests in social media due its enormous potentials in forming identities of youth and 

girls (Calkin 2015; Mosley et al. 2017; Noble and Tynes 2016; Olszanowski 2014) and 

role in social justice movement (Fischer 2015; Lim 2013; Looft 2017; Rosemary 2016; 

Sills et al. 2016). More importantly, I am interested in social media’s role as a space for 

youth “to participate in the act of consumption as well as in the production of ideas, 

knowledge and culture” (Lim, 2013, 5).

I focus on these two narratives constructed through the social media platform 

Instagram, a popular digital platform among youth acquired by Facebook in 2012 for $1 

billion which had 700 million active users in April 2017 (Manjoo 2017). What makes 

Instagram such an attractive site for this project is its large community in Indonesia with 

45 million users as of July 2017 which makes the country the largest market for this 

social media channel in Asia Pacific (Ganesha 2017). However, the strength in numbers 

is not the only interesting thing about this social media platform. Instagram’s simplicity, 

minimalist structure, and reliance on images and photographs as its main feature puts 

forward the notions of visibility and questions such as what it means to shape 

subjectivities through visual culture. The large number of users in Indonesia, its unique 

form at which highlights visual media, and its influence in shaping subjectivities and 

social justice movements are what makes Instagram a site where stories of Indonesian 

girls and new sites of resistance can be found.

I am aware of the consequences which might result from solely looking at the 

narratives of Indonesian girls through Instagram. This means I am excluding Indonesian
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girls who do not have access to internet and social media. I acknowledge the limitations 

of this project and use them to once again be cautious not to fall into the trap of 

universalizing Indonesian girls’ experience. Taking into account the intersectionality of 

Indonesian girls and the impossibilities to speak of and for them, I also keep in mind how 

the internet and social media are always already racialized and gendered (Duffy 2015; 

Hobson 2008). In doing so, I endeavor not to continue the production of “damage- 

centered research”, a term which Eve Tuck defines as “research that intends to document 

people’s pain and brokenness to hold those in power accountable for their oppression... 

yet reinforces and reinscribes a one-dimensional notion of these people as depleted, 

ruined and hopeless” (409). This is particularly significant for doing research about 

Indonesian girls since their depiction as third-world and Global South subjects will 

always already put them in the periphery which makes them even more susceptible to the 

violence resulted from the research which portray them as damaged victims and therefore 

fixable.

The first narrative I am going to analyze is the band Voice of Baceprot through its 

Instagram account @voiceofbaceprot. Voice of Baceprot is a metal band from rural 

Indonesia consisting of three teenage Muslim girls which gained international coverage 

as they were celebrated for challenging the stereotype of the oppressed Third World 

Muslim woman. The second narrative is Awkarin or Karin Novilda (through her 

Instagram account @awkarin), a 20-year-old girl who has become the controversial 

Instagram celebrity-cum-vlogger seen by the State as a threat for the “future” Indonesian
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woman. By looking at these two narratives which are made hypervisible to public eye 

with the help of social media, I hope to show what might happen if we center Indonesian 

girls in feminist discussions.

Post-feminist Luminosity and the Future Girl

Despite the lack of girlhood studies in Indonesia, Western girlhood studies 

recognize a proliferation of sites to make girls visible and heard in the contemporary 

social, cultural and political context through the growth of policies, programs and 

(Western-centric) research concerned with girls’ voices. Referring to French social 

theorist Michel Foucault concept of an “incitement to discourse”, Anita Harris argues that 

this sudden interest in looking at the girls and ensuring their voices is also a means to 

regulate young women (Harris 2004). The push of neoliberalism to be successful 

individuals so that the girls can participate in consumer culture made possible by global 

capitalism have major contributions in making these girls seen, especially through 

mediated popular culture. The condition and time in which girls are made visible, if not 

hypervisible, is what girlhood studies scholars refer as postfeminism or post-girlpower.

Angela McRobbie (2009) defines postfeminism as the process by which feminism 

is being undone based on the assumptions that feminism is no longer needed (and 

therefore taken for granted) since gender equality now exists. The role of neoliberalism is 

crucial here in erasing the structural inequality and directing young women’s attention to
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see themselves as individuals who are responsible of their own problems but have the 

agency, freedom and capability to solve those problems through participation in 

consumer culture. Successful postfeminist subjects continuously show their agency by 

participating in the marketplace and therefore to ensure their value in the neoliberal 

society.

Girls are pushed to play by the “new sexual contract” which give them freedom 

and choice to be successful postfeminist subjects at the expense of undoing feminism 

which assumes that feminism is no longer needed. In doing so, they are “being under a 

spotlight so that they become visible in certain kind of way” (54). To explain the 

connection between neoliberalism and the hypervisibility of young women in the post

feminist society, McRobbie borrows Deleuze’s theory of luminosity. If Foucault 

describes concept of “visibilities” as structures of power in modern society, Deleuze 

states:

Visibilities are not to be confused with elements that are visible or more generally 

perceptible, such as qualities, things, objects, compounds of objects . . . 

Visibilities are . . . forms of luminosity, which are created by the light itself and 

allow a thing or object to exist only as a flash, sparkle or shimmer. (1986, 52)

McRobbie argues that postfeminism works to produce luminosities which she pictures as 

“this moving spotlight [which] softens, dramatises and disguises the regulative 

dynamics” of the neoliberal society (54). She also uses the term “spaces of attention” to
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investigate the postfeminist luminosities in everyday life which can be found through 

four spaces: 1) fashion-beauty complex; 2) education and employment; 3) sexuality, 

fertility and reproduction; 4) globalization (59). Her suspicion toward these luminosities 

brings McRobbie to conclude that this condition is the new shape of gender power which 

she refers as a “post-feminist masquerade.” She also describes this post-feminist 

masquerade as a technology of self that encourages young women to “prioritise 

consumption for the sake of sexual intelligibility and in the name of heterosexual desire” 

(90). The post-feminism masquerade also functions as a mechanism of exclusion for 

young women which push them away from substantial feminist political transformation.

Several scholars in girls’ studies also see the role of these luminosities and 

visibilities shaping these postfeminist subjects. Harris (2004) argues that feminism and 

neoliberal economic policies have created the ideal “future girl” who is now the subject 

of scrutiny in a new social order of post-feminism and post-girlpower. She then 

elaborates:

Young women today stand in for possibilities and anxieties about new identities 

more generally. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, the creation of the 

contemporary social order and citizenship is achieved in part within the space of 

girlhood. That is, the appropriate ways to embrace and manage the political, 

economic, and social conditions of contemporary societies are demonstrated in 

the example of young women, through the ideal of the future girl. She is
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imagined, and sometimes imagines herself, as best able to handle today’s 

socioeconomic order. (2)

Since feminism has given her the freedom to choose, it is then the personal responsibility 

of the “future girl” herself to be resilient and adaptable in order to succeed within the 

current risk society. As a way to discipline young women, these particular demands of 

resilience and adaptability expected from the “future girl” create two narratives of what 

Harris refer as the “can-do” and the “at-risk” girls.

As a model of success, Harris explains that the “can-do” girls are marked by their 

ambitions which lead them to their success in education and employment, their active 

participation in the consumer culture and the delaying of motherhood. On the other hand, 

the “at-risk” girls are presented as a model of failure by drawing on the notion of personal 

responsibilities and blaming their unsuccessful life on poor choices. She explains that the 

“at-risk” girls are often associated with minority girls who are through class and racial 

inequalities are always considered to have a big risk of failing in neoliberalism.

In analyzing the two archives, I borrow concepts from two prominent scholars in 

Western girlhood studies, Angela McRobbie and Anita Harris, in order to demonstrate 

the benefits and limitations of those theories in telling new stories about Indonesian girls. 

McRobbie’s post-feminist “luminosity” is useful to show the complexity of Indonesian 

girls’ hypervisibility through the pull of post-feminism which relies on the assumption 

that gender equality has been achieved for Indonesian girls. Furthermore, Harris’
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concepts of post-feminist subjects which include “future-girl”, “can-do girl”, and “at-risk 

girl” are beneficial in seeing how these notions are in play in these two narratives of 

Indonesian girls. In the end, I hope to encourage the idea of recognizing girlhood studies 

in Indonesia and see what it may have to offer for girlhood studies and feminist studies 

transnationally.

Voice of Baceprot and the Third World Muslim Girls

Merawat hidup adalah merawat harapan, menjaga mimpi agar tetap bermekaran. 

Kami tak ingin mengatup suara apalagi memborgol kemerdekaan berkarya. Maka ketika 

kesempatan-kesempatan terbaik kemudian bermunculan, mari tegak mari terus menyeru 

"Damai"yang hari ini kian sering direnggut dari akal budi kemanusiaan.

“Taking care of life is taking care of hopes, keeping our dreams flourished. We do 

not want to silence any voice or limit any freedom to produce work. So, when best 

chances emerge, then let us keep shouting “peace” which lately slowly disappears from 

humanity.”

These lines are captions from the Instagram account @voiceofbaceprot owned by 

Voice of Baceprot an Indonesian metal band consisting of two 17-year-olds and one 15- 

year-old which received a lot of public attention from national and international media 

because they wear hijabs (Muslim headscarves). The caption was posted on September 

2017 with an image of an event poster stating that the band was invited to perform in Bali
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at the Ubud Writers and Readers Festival 2017, an international annual event with 

melting pot of artists, authors, thinkers and performers which aims for meaningful 

exchange and cross-cultural dialogue.

votctefbacflprat hsduo soaiah
m e w l!  tampan, menpg* mSmpi agar 
letao b t n m k i r i A . Kami ta * 
mefMjatup suar* nwmtoorgot

tw k a f y * . Maka k«tik» 
t®fb*fk

kemsjtf»#n frrm uncuton, mart ws<j*k mart 
Itttu* manyeru “Oamas" y«f*g Iw i  ins kian 

o * 'i  ak.ai bud>
tottnwHi****.

Mari tlat> rrwroiertgaj mustkAttftMJ
«u «r» Kami cfe utwo Writer* & N»ad*?» 
f 25-29 Oktotw* 201?

Wwfefwob #Hi«Kvoto <8>atmiy*<na 

#*iter<n# «i>»rrmu*;«'vob

O Q
1,172 tm *

Figure 1. One of the posts in VoB’s Instagram account announcing their next
performance.

(Photo: Instagram @voiceofbaceprot)

The caption is a response to the backlash the members received from the 

fundamentalists who criticize them for combining Islam with the so-called satanic music 

of heavy metal together. Firda Kurnia, Widi Rahmawati and Euis Siti Aisyah started the 

band when they were in Madrasah Tsanawiyah, an Islamic schooling equivalent of junior 

high school, in 2014. Introduced to heavy metal music by their mentor and ex-teacher,
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Cep Ersa Eka Susila Satia, the band, coming from Garut, a rural region in West Java, 

about five hours southeast from the capital of Jakarta. After a few years, they began to 

join numerous band competitions and gained popularity. Writing their own music and 

bringing up issues such as ageism, hate and racism, free sex, drug abuse, and the 

environment, Voice of Baceprot have stated that their intentions are purely to express 

themselves through music. In an interview with BBC Indonesia, the band members 

declared their hopes to produce albums and be successful musicians.

In a September 2016 article in The New York Times, columnist Joe Cochrane 

wrote a story about how ‘In Indonesia, 3 Muslim Girls Fight for Their Right to Play 

Heavy Metal.’ The reason Cochrane’s article about Voice of Baceprot is interesting 

because it shows how the band is not only welcomed but also celebrated in international 

media (particularly Western media). Published in a reputable global newspaper which 

was founded in 1851 and has won 122 Pulitzer Prizes2, the article highlights the 

liberation narratives similar like the one seen in Malala’s story, where Third World girls 

are glorified for their ‘success’ of liberating themselves from the oppressive culture and 

religion. The reputation of The New York Times, which is considered to be the largest 

combined print-and-digital circulation of any daily newspaper in the United States and 

the 18th biggest in terms of circulation in the world,3 allows the story of Voice of 

Baceprot to be disseminated around the globe. As a result, similar versions of this

Data is retrieved from The New York Times’ website https://www.nvtco.com/pulitzer-prizes/

3 Data is retrieved from The New York Times’ 2016 Annual Report which can be accessed here 
http://investors.nvtco.com/investors/financials/annual-reports/default.aspx

https://www.nvtco.com/pulitzer-prizes/
http://investors.nvtco.com/investors/financials/annual-reports/default.aspx
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liberation story about the band were published in several prominent media such as the 

Reuters (an international news agency which is based in London), NPR (an American 

media organization which owns over 1,000 public radio stations in the United States), the 

Guardian (the most prominent British daily newspaper with over 42.6 million readers4 

for its online edition in October 2014), Europe 1 (one of the leading radio broadcasters in 

France), Emirates Woman (the leading woman’s magazine in the Gulf region), Egypt 

Independent (an online newspaper in Egypt), and South China Morning Post (a Hong 

Kong English language newspaper owned by the Ruport Murdoch’s News Corporation).

The word “baceprot” (pronounced bachey-PROT), which means “noise” in the 

local Sundanese language, represents the genre of music these girls are attracted to. 

However, for The New York Times, the attractiveness of the band goes beyond its banging 

music. Quite the opposite, their music received the least amount of attention in the article 

since it focuses more on the way this band traverses preconceived cultural divides and 

social-political binaries at play in the story, which makes it an attractive story for the 

international and national media. The first is stereotypes they break which is quite 

apparent in the story are the tropes of Third World girls. Coined by postcolonial feminist 

scholar Chandra Mohanty in 1998, the term Third World Woman is defined as victim of 

oppression due to her gender and her “third-world difference” which she later elucidates 

as the “stable, ahistorical something that apparently oppresses most if not all the women

4 Data is retrieved from https://www.theguardian.com/media/2014/oct/21/the-guardian- 
overtakes-new-vork-times-in-comscore-traffic-figures

https://www.theguardian.com/media/2014/oct/21/the-guardian-
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in these countries” (Mohanty 63). These differences are commonly associated with a 

traditional, conservative religious culture, lack of education, and poverty. This depiction 

of Third World girls shares similarities with the “at-risk girl” described by Harris, 

especially in thinking of how these girls are always already prepared to fail. These 

markers are placed in contrast with the trope of Western girls which is closely linked with 

having freedom, choice, agency and therefore can succeed in life. This depiction of 

Western girls shares similarities with the “can-do girl” described by Harris which 

represents the future hope of the society. Seen as oppressed by their cultural and social 

constraints, the Third World girls, in this case, Voice of Baceprot is then celebrated since 

they are able to break free from those constraints by having courage to choose to keep 

their music despite the harsh reactions they received.

Moreover, the contradiction between hijab and the heavy metal music is also in 

play in the narrative of Baceprot. The hijab is still largely known as a symbol of Islamic 

oppression despite numerous attempts from many Muslim feminist scholars have made to 

define the veil as a sign of “something else” such as a type of self-cultivation (Mahmood

2005), an expression of women’s double bind (MacLeod 1991), a tool of marginalization 

(Lazreg 2011), or a globalization effect of Islamic ideologies (Ahmed 2012). Moreover, 

the veil is often associated with modesty, piety and submissiveness. Meanwhile, heavy 

metal has been connected to Satanism since its first appearance in the lyrics and imagery 

of Ozzy Osbourne’s Black Sabbath (1969). The music is not only signified by “ear- 

damaging new heights” but also their lyrics which often make references to black magic
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and centers the Devil at the core of this genre’s tropes (Perry 2010). With the 

hypervisibility of the veil, Voice of Baceprot’s oppression, modesty and piety is then 

contrasted with their banging stage action when they are playing their heavy metal music.

The urban-rural binary also plays a role in highlighting the narrative of liberation 

in the band with the 20,300 Instagram followers.5 The rural is understood to be 

backward, rigid, poor and lack of education. Meanwhile, the urban is often linked with 

openness, progressiveness and modernity. In the New York Times' article, the band’s 

ruralness is mentioned a couple of times to emphasize on this backwardness. For 

instance, the rural is considered to be a site where regressive issues are still happening by 

describing, “in a country where issues like forced underage marriage are still prevalent, 

especially in rural areas like West Java.” This ruralness is also stressed by describing the 

girls as “daughters of rural farmers” which does not only imply their class but also their 

lack of education.

Highlighting the perceived contradictions of the conservative rural Muslim girls 

with the Western liberal masculine urban metal music, the article aims to making this 

narrative into a liberation story as it celebrates the band as successfully “challenging 

entrenched stereotypes about gender and religious norms in the world’s most-populous 

Muslim-majority nation” (Cochrane 2017). Building up the band’s success story as one 

of gaining freedom to play music, the article emphasizes the band members’ struggles in

5 Data is retrieved from on https://www.instagram.com/voiceofbaceprot/7hNen on February 12th, 
2018 .

https://www.instagram.com/voiceofbaceprot/7hNen
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overcoming several obstructions such as the harsh criticism from their families, friends, 

the society, and hundreds of online death threats since they are accused of blaspheming 

Islam. Besides receiving countless online and phone call threats from religious hardliners, 

the band Voice of Baceprot is often obstructed when they tried to perform. The band even 

was attacked by a group of people throwing stones wrapped in degrading messages one 

night after their recording session (Muthia, 2017; Lamb 2017).

Framing the story o f Voice of Baceprot as a success story of the liberated Third 

World girls which is aimed to inspire their readers is problematic. This inspirational way 

of storytelling results in it being an example of what Stella Young, an Australian 

journalist and disability rights activist, refers as “inspiration porn.” By this, she means the 

objectification of one group of people for the benefit of another group of people (Young 

2014). Even though Young talks specifically about the people with disabilities and the 

non-disabled people, I found the way that the article objectifying these girls as objects of 

inspiration to make their Western liberal readers feel better about themselves is really 

troubling. Through this framing, the article continues to picture Islam as an oppressive 

system which creates a horrible living condition for these girls who want to reach their 

full potential as good neoliberal subjects while inviting the readers who mostly come 

from first-world countries to be grateful for what they have and to feel good about 

supporting these girls into their liberation. In a way, the article keeps reinforcing the 

binaries of Islam as oppressive and limiting and the West as free and liberating.
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By highlighting the narrative of oppressed Third World girls as demonstrated by 

the article from The New York Times, Indonesian girls’ subjectivities are assumed to be 

solely dependant on their identity as Muslim girls. This reductionist approach of seeing 

Indonesian girls only as Muslim girls who need to be rescued and as playing an important 

role as development subjects has been criticized by a few Indonesian feminist scholars. In 

her book Gender, Islam, Nationalism and the State in Aceh: The Paradox o f Power, Co

optation and Resistance (2013), Jacqueline Aquino Siapno examines how female agency 

is constituted in Aceh -a province in Indonesia with the highest Muslim population that 

applies Islamic or sharia law- between the complicated Islamic belief and practices, 

indigenous matrifocality, terror inflicted by the state, and political violence. She 

questions the tendency of seeing Islam as the only factor when analyzing the Muslim 

people especially in Indonesia, “Is Islam just one of many political-economic, socio

cultural factors in the making of subjects, and if so, then why do most researchers over

privilege political Islam in their analyses of Muslim societies?” (Siapno 2). Emphasizing 

the subject formation of Indonesian girls solely on their relationship with their religion 

means neglecting other elements which are equally significant in the girls’ lives, 

especially in political socio-cultural sites. These other elements also include Indonesian 

girls’ relationships with global media, popular culture, Western girls and Indonesian 

women.

Furthermore, the Western media narratives of liberation is also problematic, 

especially when it is used to justify the funding of non-profit organizations with
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development projects focused on young women’s empowerment, such as Tegan and Sara 

Foundation. Tegan and Sara, a Canadian indie pop band formed in 1998 and composed of 

identical twin sisters, posted about The New York Times’s article in their Instagram 

account @teganandsara which has more than 382,000 followers.6 In the post, the band 

put up a screenshot of the newspaper headline which covers Voice o f Baceprot and wrote 

“ □ (heart emoji) @.voiceofbaceprot @nytimes,” tagging Instagram accounts of the hijab 

metal band and the prominent newspaper. The screenshot of The New York Times ’ article 

has received 13,328 likes and 111 comments as of February 12th, 2018.

In Indonesia, 3 Muslim Girls 
Fight for Their Right to Play 
Heavy Metal
By JOE COCHRANE
Last Updated: 20;08 PT

l i l i i

% teganandsara O  • Follow

teganandsara ^  @voiceofbaceprot 
@nytimes

sarah_ooo @pearl„of.aceh Wow! Did you
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r *  ittoiskwrit i86flt @carolinemarie91 
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Firdda Kurnia, 17, the guitarist and lead singer of the heavy 
metal band Voice of Baceprot, during a dress rehearsal in 
Jakarta, Indonesia, last month, kcm ai juf Ri ro« thi: novyork Log in to fike or comment.

Figure 2. Tegan and Sara reposted the article written in New York Times about 
Voice of Baceprot through their Instagram. (Photo: Instagram @teganandsara)

6 Data is retrieved from https://www.instagram.com/teganandsara/?hl=en on February 12th, 2018.

https://www.instagram.com/teganandsara/?hl=en
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The Canadian duo is well-known not only for their passion for music but also for 

their activism in fighting for the LBTGQ girls and women’s rights. In 2016, they 

launched a foundation called the Tegan and Sara Foundation which shows their 

commitment in these issues. As expressed in its website 

www.teganandsarafoundation.org, the organization “fights for health, economic justice 

and representation for LGBTQ girls and women” by raising awareness and funds for the 

cause. The notions of liberated Third World Muslim girls in the article from The New 

York Times might explain why Tegan and Sara are interested in this story of Voice of 

Baceprot. Supporting the success story of girls who gained their rights to play metal 

music despite the oppressive religion they practice is a part of the foundation’s mission to 

help empowering Third World girls reaching their economic potentials in this case as 

musician/artists.

Moreover, this particular act of watching and othering the girls, which is today 

commonly seen in the corporatized development discourses and non-profits, is what 

Sydney Calkin (2015) refers as “post-feminist spectatorship.” Drawing from Angela 

McRobbie’s concept of “postfeminism” and Lilie Chouliaraki’s concept of “post- 

humanitarianism,” Calkin defines “post-feminist spectatorship” as a mode of looking that 

is “manifested both in terms of the conservative mode of neoliberal empowerment 

proposed for the distant others and the mode of ironic spectatorship imagined for the 

viewer” (654). Furthermore, she elucidates that this way of looking from the perspective 

of the empowered Western spectator at the yet-to-be empowered Third World girl creates

http://www.teganandsarafoundation.org
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a relationship which serves “to erode bonds of solidarity and entrench structural 

inequalities by positioning economically empowered girls as the key to global poverty 

eradication” (654).

The Voice of Baceprot is pushed vigorously to instantly satisfy this demand and 

postfeminism to become the ideal “future girl” by changing their status from “at-risk 

girls” to “can-do girls”. Even though band has been celebrated by numerous media as the 

liberated “can-do-girls,” their identity is solely understood through their religion. The 

persistence of looking at Indonesian girls as Muslim girls and the other which “yet-to-be- 

empowered” through “post-feminist spectatorship” works to keep the figure of Third 

World girl alive. By keeping them alive, the same racial and gender structural inequalities 

can be maintained. Indonesian girls are entrapped between the push of postfeminism and 

a neoliberal regime which encourages Indonesian girls to be self-actualized neoliberal 

subjects through the promise of “empowerment” and the pull to constantly be these Third 

World girls in a hierarchical relationship with their Western peers. However, the notion 

of Third World girl as the ‘other’ used a base for this Western media consumption is not 

the only force which pulling these girls. I argue the burden to keep the ‘future’ 

Indonesian woman alive complicates the position of Indonesian girls even more as later 

shown in the narrative of Awkarin. If in the narrative of Voice of Baceprot Indonesian 

girls are conveniently packaged as subjects of development who are deemed successful in 

changing their status from “at-risk girl” to “can-do girl” for the Western consumption, the
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case of Awkarin demonstrates how love/hate for particular Indonesian girls are being 

played out in the national narratives.

Awkarin and the ‘Future’ Indonesian Woman

A young girl in the photograph is smiling with her dusty pink veil, her daring red 

lipstick and her bold make up. Her smile is tempting, and her eyes are seductive as they 

glance away from the camera. Sitting with her legs wide open, her gesture is daring. 

Provocative. The caption of the photograph posted in her Instagram account says, “Ya 

habibi please take me to a Mosque date and make it halal. ” The girl does not fit the 

description of Third World and Muslim woman who needs saving by white wo(men) as 

portrayed by Western liberal feminists (Mohanty, 1988; Abu-Lughod, 2002). Even 

though in so many ways, it reminds us of depictions of Muslim women in orientalist 

tropes who are described as full of mystery and exocitism, such the sexualized Muslim 

harem women. The religious headscarf she donned in the photograph is only one of her 

many looks. The modest yet alluring Muslim woman, the swag hip hop girl, the cute 

feminine school girl, the sexy elegant woman are other looks she often puts on. Her 

outfits may change in every post, but her attitude is the same. Awkarin remains dauntless.
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As she gained visibility in Indonesian society through her Instagram account 

@awkarin reaching more than 2.9 million followers,7 Awkarin or Karin Novilda has 

sparked different reactions due to her sexy clothes, her sensual poses, the public display 

of her love life, and her straightforward way of speaking. She has drawn national 

attention, including from the State through the involvement of KPAI (Komisi 

Perlindungan Anak Indonesia) or National Commission for Child Protection and the 

Ministry of Communication and Information Technology who give a harsh warning to 

Awkarin to keep her social media content ‘appropriate.’ The two organizations see her 

social media content as not being educational, instead containing a lot of negative 

elements which are bad for children’s development and their morals (Friastuti 2016). 

Moreover, the organizations also mentioned that her inappropriate content can be 

considered as a violation of the law Undang-Undang No 11 Tahun 2008 which regulates 

electronic information and transaction (UU ITE) and Undang-Undang No 44 Tahun 2008 

which regulates pornography (Setyawan 2016). Among the various responses appeared 

toward this girl, there are two common yet contradictory reactions. Based on the affect 

theory presented by Sara Ahmed in her book The Cultural Politics o f  Emotion (2014), I 

identify the two kinds of responses as love and hate.

Projected as “crucial to how individuals become aligned with collectives through 

their identification with an ideal, an alignment that relies on the existence of others who 

have failed that ideal” (Ahmed, 124), the love of Awkarin is shared mostly by Indonesian

7 Data is retrieved from https://www.instagram.com/awkarin/ on February 12th, 2018.

https://www.instagram.com/awkarin/
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youth who idolize her for her fashion style and the story she narrates in her Instagram 

account as the brave girl with amazing love life who are not afraid of saying what she 

wants to say. The Westernized free spirit embodied by Awkarin resonates well in the 

bodies of some Indonesian youth who identify themselves with this ‘ideal’ figure. As a 

good neoliberal citizen, Awkarin takes advantage of her fandom by receiving numerous 

offers from brands to advertise their product in her Instagram account and other social 

media channels. According to an article written in January 2018 on Mojok.co, an 

Indonesian alternative media for youth, her income for all those endorsements through 

social media reaches $19,000 per month. This number does not include any revenues she 

gained from A Team Management, an agency that recruits common teenagers and turn 

them into social media celebrity/influencers. Awkarin built this agency on her own in 

November 2017 after walking out from her previous agency owned by her ex-boyfriend, 

who tragically fell into depression and passed away not long after her resignation.

This love for Awkarin among some Indonesian youth is made possible by post

feminism which sees gender equality as already happening; young women can do 

whatever they want to do and therefore feminism is no longer needed. Under the 

luminosity of post-feminism, Awkarin is able to make her visible through making her 

own brand, the complicated Westernized Indonesian girl, and find success through the 

commodification of her image. Being a successful entrepreneur and therefore a model 

neoliberal citizen, like Voice of Baceprot, Awkarin has also rushed to upgrader her status 

from the “at-risk girl” to the “can-do girl”. However, in the post-Suharto Indonesia and
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the new neoliberal Indonesia, she receives a lot of backlash from the old patriarchy which 

persistently remains in the bodies of the State, parents and religious conservatives. This 

paradox displays how even in the new neoliberal Indonesia, the old patriarchy can still 

grow.

The backlash against Awkarin and the particular Indonesian girls she symbolized 

is what I interpreted as hate. Sara Ahmed describes hate as an investment “involved in the 

very negotiation of boundaries between selves and others, and between communities, 

where ‘others’ are brought into the sphere of my or our existence as a threat” (51). This 

hate is visible in many hateful comments posted in her Instagram account. Moreover, her 

haters have even created special accounts to bully her on Instagram and the older 

generation, mostly parents and the religious conservatives, reported her to National 

Commission for Child Protection (KPAI) and the Ministry of Communication and 

Information Technology as she is accused of setting a bad example for the youth through 

her inappropriate content of social media. Even though he refused to comment on 

Awkarin’s social media content in his capacity as the The Minister of Communication 

and Information Technology, Rudiantara commented, “Personally, not as a minister, I 

think it does not match with Indonesian values. There are rules in religion and traditions, 

you cannot go beyond those. I have not yet seen these videos, but they do not match with 

cultural and religious values” (Setyawan 2016). This hate for Awkarin is not only evident 

through the State’s reaction but also through the hostile reactions in the comment section 

of her Instagram account.
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awkarin i love you as 
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the sun

too close, 
too much.

Figure 3. Two of the most commented photos in Awkarin’s Instagram account.

(Photo: Instagram @awkarin)

One of the most commented photos in Awkarin’s Instagram account is a photo of 

two holding hands pressed against a bed with the masculine hand is on top of the more 

feminine hand next to what appears to be Awkarin’s hair. The post receives 83,600 likes 

and the caption of the photo says, “I love you as Icarus loved the sun. Too close. Too 

much.” The provocative image with romantic captions received more than 3,060 

comments. Even though there are a few comments defending Awkarin, most of the 

comments attacked her brutally. Some comments are, “No dignity...” (posted by 

@hanny.l0), “You’re a disgrace for your family!” (posted by @dinkulll), “Next 

pomstar= AWKARIN (please make a sex tape, so you will get more famous. Please
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support Awkarin make a sex tape” (posted by @verizalputrawijaya), “High class bitch...” 

(posted by @rimbyyy), “You make me homy, babe...Let’s just do it.” (posted by 

@nandos25_). Other comments even went further by reporting the post to the National 

Commission for Child Protection by tagging the Instagram account of the institution in 

the comment section.

It is tempting to easily conclude that Awkarin is the object of hate. However, hate 

itself is a part of a larger affective economy, it does not stay in a subject or an object. 

Instead, it disseminates through signs in the relationships of difference and displacement 

(Ahmed, 2004, 44). The alignment of Awkarin’s body with other bodies which are 

already recognized as “the hated” makes her body what Ahmed defines as “the hated 

bodies” (Ahmed, 2004, 54). Therefore, it is important to examine what signifiers that 

stick to Awkarin as an individual which eventually allow the hate to circulate through the 

comments in her Instagram accounts.

The signifiers attached to Awkarin’s hated bodies are the signs of Western girl 

who “have control over their own bodies and sexualities, and the 'freedom' to make their 

own decisions” (Mohanty, 1988, 65). Sexual liberation is one o f the most evident signs. 

Starting from putting on dress showing her cleavage, posing with a bikini to rocking the 

bathroom look with white tanktop and black underwear, she fearlessly displays her 

freedom of sexuality despite of the constant hateful comments. In the interview for 

Tempo.co media, Awkarin stated that this is the style that she chose and that she felt
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comfortable with her body even though a lot of haters mocked her for having small 

breasts.

Another signifier that associates the figure of Awkarin with Western women is 

her freedom to make her own decisions. After graduating from junior high school in a 

small city in Sumatera, she decided to move to the metropolitan city of Jakarta to find her 

own path away from her quite wealthy family. She took advantage of her growing 

followers by doing a few brand endorsements. The independent character of Awkarin is 

what makes her so similar to the tropes of Western girls who can make their own 

decisions, including the decision to live independently from their family before they get 

married, which is not common in the Indonesian society.

2 4 4 ,4 8 8  likes O Q V  P
awkarin Pablo Emilio Escobar Gaviria & Maria Victoria  
Henao 317,740  likes

awkarin selam at ulang tahun papa!
terim akasih telah menjadi ayah terbaik buat karin &
zahra

att by @2nd.series

View all 814 comments
D E C E M B E R  22. 20 17 SEE TRANSLATION____

Figure 4. Her boyfriend and family are the people Awkarin often talked about in her
posts. (Photo: Instagram @awkarin)
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The similarities between the figure of Awkarin and Western white straight girl is 

what makes the hate circulates. It is then fair to ask the questions that Ahmed asked “why 

are some signs of hate repeated? Is it because such signs are over- determined; is it 

because they keep open a history which is already open insofar as it is affective?” (59). I 

argue that the circulation of hate around Awkarin especially represented by the comments 

and the State through the National Commission for Child Protection is related to another 

emotion Ahmed interested in: fear.

Like hatred, fear also circulates within an affective economy which travels 

between bodies and signs. Fear concerns the threat to one’s existence. Ahmed also argues 

that “the unpleasantness of fear also, relates to the future. Fear involves an anticipation of 

hurt of injury” (Ahmed, 65). In Awkarin’s case, the fear, projected by the State and the 

religious conservatives, is the fear of loss of the ‘future’ Indonesian woman by the threat 

of Westernized girl. With their Western values which include sexual freedom and 

unreligious virtues, this Westernized girl is assumed to be ruining the ideal Indonesian 

woman which is the pious feminine subjects as earlier discussed in Chapter 1. Before 

diving even deeper to the way that fear operates, I would like to describe which future 

Indonesian womanhood I refer to.

In her article “Models and Maniacs: Articulating the Female in Indonesia” 

published in the anthology Fantasizing Feminine in Indonesia, Tiwon argues that there 

are two types of womanhood articulated in Indonesian society which she named models 

and maniacs. The models are represented with the figure of Ibu Kartini (Mother Kartini),
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a national heroine Javanese princess who lived in the early 20th century and is considered 

one of the first women to fight for women’s rights for education in Indonesia. 

Meanwhile, maniacs are embodied in the figure of members of Gerwani (Gerakan 

Wanita Indonesia or Indonesian Women’s Movement), a women organization associated 

with Indonesian communist movement in 1960s. Tiwon argues that even though these 

two figures are considered to be in the past, the (re)articulation of these types of 

womanhood are maintained until today in Indonesia through the Kartini Day which is 

celebrated every 21 April and the depiction of Gerwani members as rebellious and 

sexually deviant women in the history textbooks.

Ibu Kartini is fashioned as mother with the term mother emphasizing “the 

nurturing, self-sacrificing qualities of the woman, the being-for-others rather than the 

being-as-self’ (Tiwon, 55). However, Tiwon argues that the construction of Kartini figure 

as a mother is problematic especially when she passed away four days after giving birth 

to her only child and she constantly expressed her reluctance to marry, which she could 

only express in her private letter to a friend:

Yet, at the same time, she understands fully that this is a sentiment she can only 

express in private words, never in action: ‘But marry we must, must, must. Not 

marrying is the biggest sin for a Muslim woman, it is the greatest shame possible 

for a native girl and her family.’ Yet even her words are denied the rearticulated 

Kartini. (Tiwon, 55)
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Tiwon then claims the rearticulation of Kartini as a mother and a housewife is beneficial 

for the agenda President Soeharto’s regime which depicts Indonesian women as 

housewives and as a motor of the nation’s development while not forgetting the 

reproductive role or what is referred as kodrat wanita as explained in Chapter 1. This 

description of Indonesian women as wives and mothers is what is expected from ‘future’ 

Indonesian women.

On the other hand, Tiwon argues that Gerwani are rearticulated in this political 

moment as the maniacs. Gerwani is described as a feminine crowd who tortured seven 

high rank military officers in the dark history of Gerakan 30 September or the 30 

September Movement. This movement is a movement of a group of Indonesian military

personnel who in the late of September 30^ , 1965, assassinated six generals in an 

abortive coup d’etat, which then led to the fall of President Sukarno’s Old Order and 

marked the beginning of the New Order regime. In the historical narratives of this 

incident, Gerwani is rearticulated as maniacs who forget their ‘normal’roles and develop 

maniac behavior; “maniac behavior is something to be feared” (Tiwon, 65). The story of 

Gerwani who was said to have not only tortured but also raped the generals highlights the 

perception of deviant behavior of these women. Tiwon elucidates that the political 

behavior is associated with the sexual behavior, becoming a “powerful but destructive 

and thereby evil force.” (Tiwon, 65). The figure of Gerwani marked by the deviation 

from of women’s ‘normal’ roles are the signifiers which again apparent in Awkarin. 

Elaborating the two figures, Gerwani, which has similar characteristic to Western women
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in terms of sexual liberation and their mobility in a feminine crowd, are not ideal for the 

‘future’ Indonesian woman. On the other side, the figure of Kartini as the ideal depiction 

of Indonesian womanhood is the figure which needs to be maintained.

Figure 5. Kartini (left) and members of Gerwani (right) as the figures of Indonesian 
womanhood narrated by Sylvia Tiwon.

As I argued earlier, the hate circulates between the figure of Awkarin ties closely 

with the fear of the future Indonesian woman. Awkarin is portrayed as the threat of the 

existence of ideal Indonesian womanhood which has been maintained as a legacy of the 

Dutch colonization then perpetuated by Soeharto. The historical sticky signs Awkarin 

traffics in have similarities with the figure of Western girls and Gerwani as a threat to this 

ideal ‘future’ Indonesian women. Moreover, the crowd that Awkarin gathers through her 

followers increase the fear since it becomes a reminder of the uncontrollable feminine 

crowd in Gerwani.
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Ahmed stated that “fear works to restrict some bodies through the movement of 

expansion of others” (Ahmed, 69). The State, represented by National Commission for 

Child Protection is the national body that fears. Therefore, the State’s movement are 

constrained as the movement of the others, in the case, Awkarin’s and her crowd, 

expands. By this, I mean the State’s control over girls are limited as Awkarin gains more 

and more followers and continues to expand her business. The existence of Awkarin and 

her followers also present a sense of danger to the State as they might obstruct the State 

from defining and reinforcing the ideal Indonesian womanhood. The keeping of current 

gender construction and therefore Indonesian womanhood is significant for the 

maintenance of the State’s agenda which relies on producing mothers and wives despite 

the post-feminist and neoliberal push to send Indonesian women to the job market.

The State’s fear is related to the fact that Awkarin represents Indonesian girls and 

therefore the “future” of Indonesian women. The fear of the deviation of ‘future’ 

Indonesian woman felt by the State is interesting especially when comparing the 

sovereign power to a teenage girl. The major impact Awkarin has on the youth with her 

large number of followers and the comments praising, idolizing and wanting to be like 

her, is read as danger and as a future injury. The future injury which needs to be 

anticipated. The fantasy of future destruction of Indonesian womanhood by Awkarin and 

the embodiment of Gerwani is crucial to the politics of fear, as argued by Ahmed:
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Fear works by establishing others as fearsome insofar as they threaten to take the 

self in. Such fantasies construct the other as a danger not only to one’s self as self, 

but to one’s very life, to one’s very existence as a separate being with a life of its 

own. Such fantasies of the other hence work to justify violence against others. 

(Ahmed, 64)

This fantasy of ‘future’ Indonesian woman is important as it feeds the fear of an 

imagination of what might happen if Awkarin’s power is allowed to live. The State is 

afraid that if Awkarin and her followers are left alone they may harm the morality and the 

nation’s Eastern values which are assumed not compatible with the sexually liberated 

girls such as Awkarin.

This is seen through the statement made by the Head of Social Division of the 

National Commission for Child Protection, Erlinda. She said that the organizations 

received a lot of complaints regarding Awkarin’s lifestyle, especially coming from 

parents since her lifestyle is considered to be against religious norms, social norms and 

the nation’s values. In her statement, she mentioned that Awkarin’s video which shows 

her going on vacation with her boyfriend, staying in the same hotel room and showing 

public display affection is one of the examples of what is considered unsuitable with 

those norms. Erlinda elucidated that the organization, and therefore the State’s position 

on this matter, would like to prevent the production and dissemination of videos or posts 

with similar content by terminating Awkarin’s social media accounts. In her statement, 

she mentioned, “Based on KPAI’s research, the posts have harmed the nation’s identity
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and values. Since Indonesia is a country which honors the Eastern traditions and 

morality” (Hanik, 2016). Moreover, she refers these posts as exemplifying the fact that 

the loss of mortality happening among the Indonesian youth, especially Indonesian young 

women, is caused by the internet, “This demoralization is caused by so many factors, one 

of them is the vast growth of information technology so the information received is 

unfiltered. The most concerning part is that the foreign values and cultural aspects which 

are not suitable with the nation’s identity can easily enter and cause cultural shock, 

especially for youth who are not ready for those changes” (Hanik, 2016). This particular 

blame toward the internet and the invasion of Western values potentially harming the 

Indonesian young women which resulted in KPAI’s interventions to Awkarin can be seen 

as a new ‘patriarchy’ responding to the global capitalism made possible in the post- 

Suharto Indonesia.

To maintain its function in keeping the nation’s identity which includes the 

‘future’ Indonesian woman alive, the State through the National Commission for Child 

Protection summoned Awkarin in September 2016 and warned her not to display content 

that might be inappropriate for children such as sensual and ‘immoral’ contents. The 

commission even went further by claiming that Awkarin can be prosecuted since the 

content of her social media violated regulations about information and electronic 

transaction and pornography. These extreme measures by the National Commission for 

Child Protection rely on fear as the technology of governance (Ahmed, 71), where the 

State imposes the fear back to Awkarin. Awkarin then turns from object of fear to subject
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of fear by limiting and policing her movements among the youth. The shrinkage of 

Awkarin’s agency are seen through several efforts. First, after the meeting, Awkarin 

seemed to be asked to make an agreement with the organization which includes public 

apology and the promise to be more cautious about the content she created through her 

social media accounts. This is seen through her post after the meeting in the National 

Commission for Child Protection’s office in September 2016:

Thank you MENKOMINFO & KPAI for today's meeting and for showing your 

support for me and the whole young generation. I’m happy to say that my 

management and I now have a good relationship with both organization and will 

be working together to spread more positivity in the times to come. I am now 

focused on being productive and to spread positive impact to the people that looks 

up to me. I love you guys.

Another attempt of surveilling Awkarin’s movement is seen through a few suspensions of 

her social media accounts and the fact that she had been asked to report back to the 

commission a couple more times. Despite the rigorous surveillance against her, shortly 

after the meeting Awkarin released a song called ‘Bad’ in collaboration with an 

Indonesian rapper named Young Lex. In her song, it is apparent that she will not back 

down and instead she criticizes her haters through her lyrics “I’m a bad girl. Bila kau tak 

pernah buat dosa, silakan hina aku sepuasnya. Kalian semua suci aku penuh dosa” 

which translates into “I’m a bad girl. If you have not sinned, go ahead and mock me all 

you want. You are all holy, I am just a sinner.”
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Under the luminosity of postfeminism, Awkarin is also made hypervisible by 

taking advantage this celebrity culture which allows her to be an entrepreneur. 

Postfeminism and neoliberalism successfully drive Awkarin to be a good neoliberal 

citizen who is economically empowered. The demand to be the ‘future’ Indonesian 

woman which appears in form of constant surveillance and moral policing continuing to 

pull her down as she is considered to be unfit for the national imaginary. Moreover, this 

exhibits how old patriarchy can still live in the new neoliberal Indonesia.

Imagining different trajectories

Even though postfeminism and post-girl power theories from scholars of girls’ 

studies might have explained this hypervisibility of Indonesian girls, they are still 

insufficient in describing the particular condition of in which Indonesian girls are 

entangled in. Awkarin and Voice of Baceprot are thrown out, drawn in, pushed in, pulled 

out between forces as they negotiate their own spaces between the neoliberalism and their 

positions as Third World girls and ‘future’ Indonesian women. This unique condition 

places Indonesian girls as the “yet-to-be empowered” girls but already inflicted by this 

postfeminism and post girlpower discourses which rely on the premise that gender 

equality has existed for the subjects. As a result, despite their agency to actively create 

their own identities and politics, this entanglement limits those possibilities for these 

girls. Hence, we should start imagining other trajectories in which failing is not the only
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option for the girls. By imagining different trajectories, different stories in which 

Indonesian girls might have their own place might emerge.

Importantly, we also need to acknowledge the lack of translatability of these 

Western-centric girlhood studies theories in telling stories about Indonesian girls. 

Therefore, as Kuan Hsing Chen suggests in his book Asia as Method, we are not refusing 

these Western theories, instead we are making it more meaningful (2010), especially in 

thinking about the issues of knowledge production in Asia which mostly center to its 

limitations to produce “universal” theories. Keeping Chen in mind, I am not against using 

Western girlhood studies scholars’ work in telling stories about Indonesian girls. 

However, I am aware of its limitations in Indonesian context and therefore urging making 

new knowledge which can do more justice on the girls. In the spirit of imagining different 

trajectories, knowledge production around Indonesian girls then must be encouraged. 

Returning to the beginning of this chapter, I want to restate the importance to be mindful 

of the kind of knowledge and visibility made for Indonesian girls in order not to reinforce 

the same violent structure which places Indonesian girls in, out, and between spaces.
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CHAPTER THREE

MAKING KNOWLEDGE WITH INDONESIAN GIRLS

“Vision is always a question of the power to see -and perhaps the violence implicit in our 
visualizing practices. With whose blood were my eyes crafted?”

-Donna Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the
Privilege of Partial Perspective” (1988)

If vision always contains power to make certain subjects visible and known, and 

therefore has the potentials to be violent toward these subjects, does this mean that the 

resistance against the hegemony in our visualizing practices and knowledge production is 

futile? By encouraging knowledge-making about Indonesian girls, I refuse to believe that 

such resistance is futile. Instead, I follow the footsteps of other decolonial and post

colonial feminist scholars to consider what it might mean to decolonize our 

epistemologies, methods and knowledge. As indigenous scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith 

elucidates, decolonization is a part of indigeneous self-determination, which involves 

deconstruction as method (117). Following Tuhiwai’s suggestion, I apply a decolonial 

framework to critique the “open-cast mining approaches to research (see, take and 

destroy)” (118). In deconstructing this way of knowing and doing research, I particularly 

pay attention to the practice of knowing responsibly. By this, I mean that in our practices 

of producing knowledge and exposing our subjects, we need to constantly raise questions 

which might help us minimize the harmful epistemic effects of our knowing and be 

mindful of the questions at what cost or whose expense is our knowing made possible.
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Therefore, this chapter focuses not only on encouraging research about Indonesian girls 

but, more importantly, to call for a more just way of knowing. Returning to the peripheral 

place and time in which the Indonesian girls are located as discussed in Chapter 2 ,1 argue 

that the knowing of Indonesian girls requires a decolonial and transnational approach to 

counter the neocolonial way of knowledge-making which is based on the subjugation and 

obliteration of other knowledges and therefore other beings.

Acknowledging the underdeveloped girlhood studies in Indonesia, I seek to shed 

light on the possibility of making Indonesian girls “visible” by encouraging more 

research in the field. However, I am cautious of the kind of “visibility” they will attain 

and the kind of knowledge that will be produced about the girls, as I believe that “making 

visible” or “giving a voice” must go beyond merely representations, and instead, must 

critically examine and question the conditions that make possible these representations. I 

turn to the work of Gayatri Spivak as a reminder o f the impossibility of truly representing 

the “realities” and “voices” of subaltern subjects. Spivak helps me to be mindful of how, 

in the attempts to “make visible” the marginalized and “give voice” to subaltern subjects, 

Western and postcolonial scholars often end up reinstating the marginalization of these 

subjects since they fail to complicate the construction of subjects within imperial 

frameworks. Rosalind C. Morris describes Spivak’s argument about the impossibility of 

representing the subaltern as transparent subjects:
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Her essay and, indeed all her writing, testifies to the impossibility of such 

transparency, not because representation is always already inadequate to the real 

that it seeks to inscribe, as some psychoanalytically inflected readings might have 

it, but because the subaltern (as woman) describes a relation between subject and 

object status (under imperialism and then globalization) that is not one of silence- 

to be overcome by representational heroism- but aporia. The one cannot be 

brought into the other. (13)

If representation is always already located within power relations, how can the subaltern, 

in this case Indonesian girls, be represented without reinscribing their status as the 

oppressed? This is impossible, for Spivak, as “the subaltern cannot speak” (104). This 

impossibility is because the system provided for them to “speak” will already be arranged 

to make sure their own subordination, especially as the subaltern is a subject position and 

not an identity. Hence, in order to remain careful in suggesting the visibility and 

knowledge produced about Indonesian girls, I turn to the works of transnational feminist 

and post-colonial feminist scholars to suggest approaches which might serve as 

alternatives in doing research on Indonesian girls.

Maria Puig de la Bellacasa in her article “Matters of Care in Technoscience: 

Assembling Neglected Things” proposes “matters of care” as a research method. 

Departing as a dissatisfaction toward Latour’s proposal of “matters of concern”, Puig de 

la Bellacasa argues that adding care to our concerns might open up to different ways of 

thinking that has the power to transform knowledge. The “matters of care” should include
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gathering neglected and marginalized things in which she sees as part of the history of 

feminist scholarship. Generating care should also not only be about critiquing the power 

structures but most importantly building relationships through the critique between the 

neglected things and the rest of the world. Thinking about Indonesian girls as the ones 

who are marginalized and neglected epistemic care, I feel the importance of 

implementing care as knowledge producers about Indonesian girls. As an effort to apply 

the “matters of care” of this project, I propose the practice of knowing responsibly which 

I hope to function as a reminder to apply and generate care in doing research about girls 

as a way of decolonizing epistemologies. As matters of care does not mean “a fixed 

explanatory vision or a normative stance (moral or epistemological)” (96), I am not 

suggesting that there is an ideal form of Indonesian Girls’ Studies or ideal ways of how 

we can make knowledge about these girls. Alternatively, I offer these reminders as a 

starting point as we continue thinking about what Indonesian Girls’ Studies might look 

like if we generated care. Moreover, these suggestions work as not only as marker of my 

situatedness as a knower and a former Indonesian girl but also a record of specific 

historical time and place from which they emerged.

In suggesting the idea of knowing responsibly in making knowledge about 

Indonesian girls, I invite scholars to pay attention to three things which are crucial to our 

practices of decolonizing knowledge: our conditions of knowing, our intentions to know 

and the material effects of our knowing. Concentrating on these three issues, I hope to 

demonstrate how focusing on these things might be helpful in the knowledge-making
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practices involving Indonesian girls and as an attempt to embody the dream of epistemic 

justice.

Knowing responsibly

The mundane nature of knowing often obscures power, privilege and potentials of 

harm which might result from this act. The extracting, the taking and giving of 

knowledge shows how this everyday life practice can turn into something so powerful 

and violent. Keeping this in mind, knowing responsibly encourages us as scholars to take 

a moment to notice things which are influential to our knowing. It aims to hold one 

accountable by considering the labor, the stakes, the potentials, the risks, the dangers of 

one’s knowing and the implications it might have on oneself, on the subjects known and 

on the world. Moreover, it encourages us to highlight the collective aspect of knowing to 

push forward a more just way of knowing.

Letting go of our desires to own what others have made known to us and instead 

realizing that knowing is something we do collectively with others helps us be 

accountable in our knowing. Therefore, knowing responsibly must begin with changing 

the kind of questions we asked in our practice of knowing as elucidated by Gaile 

Pohlhaus Jr.:
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Rather than asking: “who knows?” or “whose knowledge?” (which have been 

galvanizing questions within Euro-American philosophical feminism) we might 

begin to ask instead “with whom am I knowing?,” “at whose expense might this 

knowing be made possible?,” “what does my knowing here at this time and in this 

place do?,” and finally, “how does my knowing make possible or undermine the 

practice of solidarity with other women?” (51)

These types of questions allow us to become more self-conscious and cautious about the 

positionality, the objectives, and the effects of our knowing. Altering the kinds of 

questions asked also serves as a reminder to move away from the temptations of 

individualism of knowledge and embracing knowing as a collective effort as we make 

our way in the world.

Conditions of our knowing

Our social positions in the world allow us to see and to know from the conditions 

of our knowing and therefore affects the knowledge produced (Alcoff 1993). 

Acknowledging our positionalities which enable our vision and therefore make our 

knowing possible are important parts of knowing responsibly. Returning to the epigraph 

which began this chapter, I hope to stress knowing entails gaining power and having 

privilege to produce knowledge and therefore create a hierarchical structure. Most of the 

time this put knowers on the top the pyramid and gives them authority while putting the
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objects of knowing in a subordinate position. Hence, recognizing the power we have on 

our hands as knowers is compulsory in knowledge-making practices, especially when 

failing to identify this power can lead to dangerous effects on the subjects. The power 

dynamics in play between the knowers and subjects of knowledge are unavoidable 

despite one’s best intention to prevent it, especially in thinking about the agency subjects 

of knowledge have in producing knowledge.

Bringing this into the context of Indonesian girls’ knowledge production, the 

urgency to be conscious of one’s conditions of knowing cannot be more emphasized as 

Indonesian girls’ knowledge considered as subjugated knowledge. This is a particular 

concern because of the intersection where Indonesian girls are located due to their age, 

gender, race, nationality, and religion. As Third World girls and Global South girls, the 

marginality of Indonesian girls gives more epistemic privilege to the knowers since the 

girls’ vulnerability raises the chance that they will be harm in the process of knowledge 

production. As seen in the case of Voice of Baceprot discussed in Chapter 2, Indonesian 

girls are conveniently packaged as the victim by highlighting their status as the oppressed 

Third World Muslim girls for Western media consumption and the ‘feel good’ benefit 

which then encourage a lot of development projects focusing on Third World girls. 

Making knowledge of Indonesian girls in these ways neglect the harm inflicted on the 

girls by exposing their wounds and their marginalized positions. For that reason, it is 

significant to be aware of the conditions of our knowing in order not to push these girls to 

a more marginal spot and avoiding the temptations to “speak for” these girls.
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Other than our position as knower, I also encourage us to pay attention the 

research setting as a part of acknowledging our conditions of knowing. Once again, I turn 

to indigenous scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith as she defines the research setting per se as “a 

significant site of struggle between the interests and ways of knowing of the West and the 

interests and ways of knowing of the Other” (2). Moreover, she elucidates how 

imperialist ideologies are always at work within the (Western) academy and exhibits the 

conflicts inside imperialism itself when seen as a discursive field of knowledge. 

Therefore, I am aware of how challenging it is to produce knowledge about Indonesian 

girls within the English-centric academia and particularly the Western-centric girlhood 

studies. Keeping this in mind, I am trying to be mindful of these conditions and the power 

dynamics within them.

Our intentions to know

After realizing our conditions of knowing, the next thing we need to pay attention 

in producing knowledge is our intentions to know. If the conditions of our knowing ask 

us to acknowledge our privilege and positionality with the subjects of knowledge, 

noticing our intentions to know is helpful for limiting the potential harm we might 

implicate on subjects of knowledge. This is because as sometimes our determination to 

achieve our research objectives, the benevolent intentions of our research often blur our 

vision which might raise the possibility for us to unintentionally harm by exposing their
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brokenness as victims and reinforcing the same oppressive system to the subjects of 

knowledge as we would do anything to reach that goal. For instance, in the “damage- 

centered research” which is often conducted by communities, researchers, organizations, 

and educators, the good intention of the knowing aiming to make better the lives of 

marginalized communities often reproduce the same oppressions by recording their pain 

and depicting them as damaged (Tuck 2016). Tuck argues that this depiction is 

particularly harmful for the communities because of “the long-term repercussions of 

thinking of ourselves as broken” (409). This type of pathologizing method results in 

encouraging the marginalized communities to only speak about their brokenness, pain 

and poor condition, and therefore defining themselves solely as oppressed.

In knowing about Indonesian girls, it is particularly easy to be blinded by the kind 

intention to help the girls when in fact we end up regulating them and denouncing their 

agency. As girls are always depicted as a source of hopeful future and the source of 

“feminist melancholia” and expected to live up the expectations of ‘resistance’ the 

previous generation failed to fulfil (Egan 2013), the intention to protect the notion of a 

bright optimistic feminist future often lead to knowers reducing the girls’ agency to make 

their own knowledge and instead making decisions for them. This motive to regulate is 

expressed by Anita Harris, “A desire to know and analyze young women has often 

concealed another agenda: the regulation and surveillance of their behavior” (Harris, 

2004, xxiv). Moreover, the normative judgements about girls also shape the preferences
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for certain types of girls and excluding other types which might not be fitting within the 

norms such as Awkarin.

The motive of knowing to control and then to repair is also common in making 

knowledge about girls especially in development and humanitarianism projects such as 

Malala Fund, Chime for Change and Girl Effect which focus on raising funds to develop 

programs centering on empowering Third World girls. In this emerging “girl powering of 

development” (Koffman and Gill 2013) taken up by a wide range of charities, 

governmental organizations, and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), the 

philanthropic purpose to create change and better lives for the girls often led to the 

refabricating of the oppression toward the girls by reducing their identity and solely 

seeing them as broken victims. Like in Tuck’s “damage-centered research”, the 

description of these girls as damaged and therefore need repairing done through the 

organizations’ programs are crucial for the foundations’ motives in increasing profit and 

ensuring its sustainability without considering the permanent implications of portraying 

these girls as oppressed, unfortunate and needed to be fixed.

The material effects of knowing

The colonizing authoritative and patronizing way of knowing often dominates 

knowledge production about girls, especially Third World and Global South girls. 

Despite best intentions, the material effects which have potentials to be harmful to these
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subjects are inevitable. To illustrate this in a more detailed way, I look specifically at the 

Girl Effect foundation. Choosing Girl Effect as an example to illustrate this authoritative 

knowledge is intentional, particularly since the organization is one of the pioneers of this 

idea which relies on the concept that investing in skills and labor of girls is the answer to 

promote economic growth and decreasing poverty in the Global South. This strategy “has 

recently become a key development strategy of the World Bank, the IMF, USAID and 

DFID, in partnership with corporations such as Nike and Goldman Sachs” (Hickel 2015).

Founded by Nike Foundation in 2004, Girl Effect is a non-profit organization 

which focuses its work so that:

a girl can start to express herself, value herself, and build the relationships she 

needs in tangible, measurable ways. When she has the widespread belief and 

support of others, and when there are millions of girls like her, these changes 

become a new normal. Where she can seek out the things she needs- from 

vaccination to education to economic opportunity. (Girl Effect 2018)

Grounding its theory of change in investments in Global South girls, the foundation 

focuses on the girls to liberate themselves, and therefore the world, from poverty. In 

doing so, they rely on making these girls ‘visible’ through pervasive data collection in 

order to ensure their inclusion into the economic structure of neoliberalism. Therefore, 

there is an eagerness and huge demand to collect data and produce knowledge of these 

girls as an attempt to justifying their investments and therefore keeping their funding. In
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her article “Proving ‘The Girl Effect’: Corporate Knowledge Production and Educational 

Intervention”, Kathryn Moeller argues that in proving The Girl Effect, the foundation 

centers on knowledge production which is predicated on the trope of Third World girl.

Moeller in her research reminds us about the Foucauldian understanding that a 

claim to truth is a claim to power. She argues that the knowledge produced by the 

organization is helpful for the Girl Effect in shaping itself as an ‘expert’ on girls and their 

economic potentials, for then exercising its power over the girls. As an expert which is 

assumed to know best for these girls, Girl Effect then uses this knowledge to create 

programs to empower and help the girls in third-world countries. In other words, the 

organization works through becoming “girl expert” and depends on the tropes of “Third 

World girl” who is not only in need of saving but also becomes the answer to eventually 

stop poverty (Moeller 2013). Moreover, Moeller argues the foundation’s benevolent 

intentions to make the world a better place create the “will to know” which then produces 

authoritative knowledge and expertise that are not only integral to neoliberal forms of 

governance but also a significant marker of modern institutions (614). I argue that this 

pursuit of producing knowledge about the girls disguised in the notions of 

“empowerment” and “gender equality” actually does not work to serve feminist agenda 

for social justice, but to increase corporate profit and to expand the capitalist market. This 

is done through the constant fund-raising as an excuse to support their programs while 

continuously building a good image for the brand.
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Girl Effect operates through empowering marginalized and vulnerable girls in 

nine global locations and 66 countries, including Indonesia. The country becomes one of 

the three places in Asia, along with India and Philippines, that gains special attention 

from the organization. The foundation’s web page dedicated to explaining Indonesia as 

one of the places where Girl Effect serves, is dominated by the photograph of an 

Indonesian girl wearing a hijab smiling shyly in her classroom surrounded by her 

classmates who are also wearing hijabs. Her expression shows that she is feeling content 

and grateful of the opportunity she gains through education and the hope of bright future 

ahead of her, despite the hyper visible signifier of her backwardness and social cultural 

constraints represented through her headscarf. On that webpage, the country is described 

as such:

The world’s largest Muslim country, Indonesia is a hugely diverse nation 

with more than 300 languages spoken and hundreds of ethnic groups. As 

Southeast Asia’s largest economy, there is real opportunity to create long-term 

change for the five million girls living across Indonesia’s islands.

Currently, girls have relatively high levels of access to education and 

health services. But gender divisions mean they struggle to fulfil their potential, 

and cultural taboos restrict their access to vital information. Many communities 

are also tarnished by violence, crime and drug use, but with media coverage 

raising girls’ awareness, the appetite for change is strong. (Girl Effect 2018)
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The description is then followed by three statistics about Indonesian girls which include 

the high percentage of sexual violence, the low rate of sex education and the moderately 

high accessibility to mobile phones. This knowledge produced about Indonesian girls 

relies on the tropes of “Third World girl” as the girls depicted as backward, vulnerable 

and constrained by their cultural differences and can only be saved through self- 

actualization and the reaching of their full (economic) potentials. The reliance and 

persistence to depict Indonesian girls as Third World girls and Global South girls result in 

keeping Indonesian girls as the Other and the “yet-to-be empowered” girls demanded to 

succeed with neoliberalism but destined to fail in becoming like their Western peers as I 

have argued in Chapter 2. As a result, this portrayal which victimizes the girls is harmful 

as they will see themselves as the oppressed needing help from the organization to 

become like their Western peers.

This desire to produce (neocolonial) knowledge about Indonesian girls through 

data collection are not only pertinent to development projects but also scientific research, 

especially the ones related to reproductive health, especially age at menarche. It is 

particularly interesting to note there is a significant amount of research on Indonesian 

girls’ reproductive health. In one of the scientific articles written about age at menarche 

of Indonesian girls “Relationship Between Somatotype and Age at Menarche Among 

Adolescent Girls in Yogyakarta Province, Indonesia”, Neni Trilusiana Rahmawati et al. 

studied 401 urban and rural junior highs school girls aged 13-15 years to prove that the 

differences in the body size, shape and composition of girls before and after menarche
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might result in the differences in age at menarche. The study results suggested that age at 

menarche varied between urban and rural girls with urban girls to be heavier and more 

endomorphic (big, high body fat and often having high tendency to easily gain weight) 

than rural girls. Therefore, the urban girls are most likely to attain menarche earlier than 

rural girls.

This type of research is not problematic not only in talking about informed 

consent of the research participants but also in thinking about the material effects of the 

research. First, the article states that the “parents were informed in writing about the 

study and agreed verbally for their daughters to be interviewed” (Rahmawati et al., 353). 

It does not state whether the girls are informed about the study and whether they were 

asked for any kind of approval even though the research has gained ethics approval from 

Ethics Committee of Universitas Gadjah Mada. Moreover, in dividing the research 

participants into two categories (rural and urban girls), the researchers depend solely on 

the occupation of their parents as the only factor. Even though parents’ occupation 

(therefore family income) and social class might have connections with the girls’ 

somatotype, this reductionist approach is problematic since there might be more factors 

influencing their body size, shape and composition such as their diet, living condition and 

other epigenetics factor. Furthermore, this research also raises question such as: how 

were the body shape, size and composition of these girls measured? What were the 

procedures to conduct those measurements? Who conducted these measurements? What 

effects does this research have in creating what is “normal” and “healthy” for Indonesian
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girls’ age at menarehe? How does it affect the (re)production of ideal body image among 

Indonesian girls? What does it mean to separate the girls into the categories of urban and 

rural girls?

In paying attention to the material effects of knowing, I turn to Gaile Pohlhaus 

Jr.’s work “Knowing without Borders and the Work of Epistemic Gathering” published 

in the book Decolonizing Feminism: Transnational Feminism and Globalization. In 

discussing Chandra Talpade Mohanty’s classic essay “Under Western Eyes” originally 

published in 1984, Pohlhaus Jr. highlights Mohanty’s critiques of feminists with 

dominant social positions about the effects of their knowing and Mohanty’s insistence 

that “feminists can and ought to know better” (McLaren 37). Answering Mohanty’s call 

to prevent colonizing knowledge and know better, Pohlhaus Jr. proposes two concepts: 

“knowing without borders” and “epistemic gathering.”

Departing from Mohanty’s groundbreaking work of Feminism Without Borders, 

Pohlhaus Jr. comes up with the idea of “knowing without borders” as series of decolonial 

epistemic practices which adds to Mohanty’s “feminism without borders,” which 

recognizes the borders, the difference and the fault lines in women’s experiences and 

encourages feminism to work across those borders. However, instead of focusing on to 

the conditions of knowing and therefore one’s own identity, Pohlhaus Jr. pays more 

attention on consequences of knowing itself and on social position since not paying 

attention to these, especially by those who have dominant social position might lead to 

dangerous effects. Based on this emphasis, she defines “knowing without borders” as:
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a set of practices that includes investigating the contingent and current borders 

that enable and disable knowing in particular instances, recognizing that the 

epistemic borders we animate have effects on others, considering what kinds of 

things would need to shift in order to work across or reshape epistemic borders, 

and working collectively to enable such shifts. (38)

Like Mohanty, Pohlhaus Jr. does not suggest that there are no borders in our knowing. 

Instead, she invites us to acknowledge those epistemic borders, our knowers’ situatedness 

and work to transform (and be transformed by) those borders as a way to respond more 

carefully in the world.

In realizing that knowing is an action which has material effects in and on the 

world, Pohlhaus Jr. brings Mohanty’s work and Sara Ahmed’s concept of “orientation” 

into conversation in order to take “knowing without borders” one step further. 

Specifically, she centers Ahmed’s attention to material and collective circumstances 

which maintain philosophical thinking. Using Ahmed’s language of “orientation” and 

acknowledging knowers as material beings inhabiting spaces in the world, Pohlhaus Jr. 

argues that:

knowing is made possible by orientating oneself and being orientated in the world 

such that one is able to give attention to various aspects of the world and respond 

to it. At the same time as the knower is orientated and orientates herself toward 

the world, she contributes to the world by which others are orientated. In
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comporting oneself toward the world, the knower contributes to the shape of the 

world itself, given that knowers are part of the world. (43)

Bringing attention to knowing as materialized practice with others in the world and its 

material effects helps to shape the practice of knowing responsibly. As we recognize our 

orientations and contributions as knowers to the world and therefore to others, we 

become more aware o f the materiality of our knowing to hopefully decrease the harmful 

material effects which might emerge from it. As the case with Girl Effect has 

demonstrated, making knowledge about Indonesian girls by depicting them as Third 

World Girls and Global South Girls has repercussions for these girls as they are always 

defined as depleted.

Knowing with Indonesian girls as knowing responsibly

As knowing responsibly relies on focusing on the conditions of knowing, the 

intentions of knowing and the material effects of knowing, I extend this idea by turning 

our attention to the collective aspects of knowing in suggesting how to make knowledge 

about Indonesian girls. Considering knowing as a collective act especially with others 

who are marginalized in relation to the knowers, in this case Indonesian girls, I propose 

collaborative knowing or knowing with the girls. Moving away from knowing o f  to 

knowing with the girls, I expect to open less damaging methods of producing knowledge 

the girls to know better and decolonize knowledge.
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The idea of knowing with the girls begins with the concept of “epistemic 

gathering” proposed by Gaile Pohlhaus Jr. Describing the concept as significant to the 

idea of “knowing without the borders”, she defines “epistemic gathering” as “a collective 

practice that works to make claims that resist dominance and oppression intelligible” 

(38). Moreover, she invites us to come together epistemically to disrupt the hegemony in 

dominant institutions. In other words, she encourages us:

to struggle collectively in ways that organize and respond to the world in less 

coercive ways, and specifically, in ways that allow the subjectivities and the 

material realities of nondominantly situated women to press upon us. With the 

idea of “epistemic gathering,” therefore, I mean the sustained on-the- ground 

work with women who are not similarly situated, which disrupts ingrained habits 

of attention and develops new ways of acting in concert. This sort of work 

changes the material beings that we are, allowing the world to press upon knowers 

and enabling knowers to respond to the world in new ways. (49)

As Pohlhaus Jr. argued, upsetting the hegemony “in-place” and creating new ways to 

respond to the world is not only the work of individual knowers, but also requires the 

work of creating communities of responsible knowers keeping in mind that knowing is 

not something we do on our own.

Answering her invitation to build a collective work of knowing responsibly, I 

foreground the idea of knowing with the girls which refers not only to forming
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knowledge together with the girls but also ensuring the girls make informed decision 

about participating (or not participating) in a study. As feminist studies have emphasized 

the value of research which involves individuals as active participants and girls’ studies 

has recently approached this method, making knowledge about Indonesian girls must be 

encouraged to include Indonesian girls actively and work together with the girls through 

collaboration and co-authorship. However, in promoting Indonesian girls as co

researchers and co-producers of knowledge, it is important to assure they are to be able to 

make informed decision about their participation in a research. This includes allowing the 

girls to choose what Ruha Benjamin referred as “informed refusal” in order “to create 

new, more equitable relationships between researchers, subjects, and the state” (4).

Moreover, it allows Indonesian girls to have agency and respect their rights in 

disclosing (or not disclosing) their stories and include the girls in the process of making 

their own knowledge. This is essential especially when in the dominant binary of 

agent/victim in discussing girls’ agency in post-feminist and neoliberal framework, 

Indonesian girls are always positioned as victims. By giving the opportunities for the girls 

to decide their participation in research, Indonesian girls can be “suffering actor”, a 

concept Anita Harris and Amy Shields Dobson (2015) used to describe the messiness of 

girls’ agency in the post-girlpower times and therefore we can understand the 

complexities of these girls beyond the pure dichotomies of agent and victim.

In thinking further about collaborative work with Indonesian girls, I also draw on 

Richa Nagar’s proposals of “coauthorship” and “radical vulnerability” in knowledge
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making and feminist alliance work, from her book Muddying the Waters: Coauthoring 

Feminisms Across Scholarship and Activism. Based on her historical and ethnographical 

research with four Asian communities in Tanzania and grassroots activists in India, 

Nagar’s work centers on grappling with “politics and ethics of research, and with 

methods and languages of collaboration in the context of feminist engagement across 

north-south borders” (15). Furthermore, critiquing the concept of “good sociology” which 

relies on the binaries (and hierarchies) of knowledge making process, Nagar offers an 

intervention of imagining knowledge production not in a linear way but more as “a non

linear, continuously evolving, co-constitute dialogue” (160). In muddying the binaries of 

activism and scholarship, Nagar encourages for “coauthorship” which takes into account 

subjugated knowledge in a feminist alliance work. She proposes four principles which 

she refers as “truth” about coauthoring stories in knowledge-making: 1) a continuously 

evolving praxis of translation guided by love 2) a shared politics 3) needs of staging truth 

and 4) radical vulnerability.

Attempting to decolonize knowledge production and foregrounding the politics 

without guarantee, I am particularly interested in her idea about the praxis of “radical 

vulnerability” that is required for the methodology of accountability and aimed to 

provide “spaces for negotiation by always returning us to the ethics of how and why one 

comes to a story and to its variable tellings and retellings” (14). In our practices of 

producing knowledge or what she refers as “telling stories”, Nagar also reminds us to 

challenge the ways in which power operates and shapes the connections within and
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across social groups. Most importantly, she insists on decentering authors and instead 

produce conversations through coauthorship, since this multilocational coauthorship:

can negotiate subalternity and theorize power by strategically staging truths and 

stories about their evolving encounters and struggles. ... At the same time, this 

exercise of rethinking and complicating the politics of knowledge making remains 

undergirded by the inevitable contradiction posed by the centrality of the 

professional researcher in enabling this decentering of authors and readers. (14)

Bringing Nagar’s proposal of “coauthorship” into the context of making knowledge with 

Indonesian girls, I propose starting with deconstructing hierarchies existed in doing 

research with the girls. This means that we need to move away the “big sister” gaze 

which tends to be patronizing and acting as if we know what is best for the girls. 

Moreover, it must also include decentering our authorships and therefore encourage the 

girls to be collaborators, co-researchers and co-authors in producing conversations 

collectively.

As Nagar suggested, this practice requires “radical vulnerability” which I interpret 

as building trust and affective relationships between coauthors by being vulnerable to 

each other so that each coauthor can be courageous in taking risks and continuing the 

struggle. I argue this vulnerability should also require being open to any knowledge we 

might learn from the girls without any presumptions, judgements or intentions to 

discipline and regulate. By valuing the knowledge made by the girls and considered it as
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important knowledge, this interruption can deconstruct the predefined assumptions of 

what kind of knowledge is considered legible, especially when the knowledge coming 

from outside the academia. Moreover, we should also be prepared for “politics without 

guarantee” (Hall 1997) and the uncertainty resulted from this praxis of radical 

vulnerability.

Knowing with the girls also focuses on allowing and encouraging the girls to 

create their own projects and their own knowledge. However, in the rigid academic 

culture which glorifies credentials and prolific published works while discounts the value 

of collaborative work, the concept of knowing with the girls might seem challenging. 

Therefore, we might need to start by building alliances with girls and creating a safe 

environment in which girls are not only given chances and freedom to produce their own 

projects, their own research, and their own knowledge but also in which their knowledge 

is valued more. This requires a decolonization of not only the academia, non-profit 

organizations and governmental institutions as primary production sites of knowledge 

about Indonesian girls but also a decolonization of our own practice of making 

knowledge.

Conclusion

Hidden in Indonesian feminist studies and the Western-centric Girl’s Studies, 

girlhood studies are overlooked in contemporary Indonesia. As post-feminist luminosities
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have made girls apparent through popular culture, including social media, I examine two 

narratives of Indonesian girls to emphasize the potentials of girlhood studies. In the 

narrative of a hijab metal band, Voice of Baceprot, we see how Indonesian girls are 

depicted as Third World Muslim girls who are sealed and ready to be delivered for 

Western consumption and development projects. Meanwhile, in the story of Awkarin, an 

Instagram celebrity, love/hate dynamics are being played for particular Indonesian girls 

as a way to maintain the ideal ‘future’ Indonesian women. Through these narratives, it is 

apparent that Indonesian girls are being at crossroads of global political struggles as a 

result of the ‘freedom’ gained from post-Suharto Indonesia and post-feminism. As a 

result, knowledge produced about Indonesian girls is always conveniently serving 

particular purposes in global and national landscapes.

To advocate making knowledge about Indonesian girls, I call for a different 

approach of how we can tell stories about Indonesian girls’ stories other than those of 

pain and oppression which aims to fix or stories of good girl and bad girl which seek to 

regulate. I offer knowing with the girls as a suggestion for knowing responsibly and 

decolonizing the potentially harmful ways of making knowledge. I invite scholars to 

imagine doing research with Indonesian girls by taking into account the conditions of 

knowing, the intentions of knowing and the effects of this knowing for the girls. By doing 

so, I hope to keep the promise of generating care, making a more just way of knowing 

and therefore creating a more livable world not only for the girls but other marginalized 

communities.
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CODA

Ini hanya awal. Masih banyak cerita tentang perempuan Indonesia menunggu 

untuk ditulis dari pesisir pantai, desa, dan kota-kota di seluruh penjuru negeri. Kadang 

yang perlu kau lakukan hanya mendengarkan, dan kisah itu akan diceritakan padamu.

Two decades later, as an Indonesian living and studying in San Francisco, I often 

find myself alienated and frustrated with the Euro and US centrism of knowledge 

production and dissemination. There are times I feel disappointed finding that there are 

very few works on Indonesian feminist studies, particularly girlhood studies. Desperate to 

find ‘home’, I constantly turn to the works of transnational and post-colonial feminist 

scholars which provide me hope as I struggle to survive in the US classrooms. Through 

their works, I learn not only the importance of listening carefully to the ‘silenced’ stories 

but also being thoughtful in our practices of (re)telling those stories.

Writing a thesis on Indonesian girls is my way of practicing these listening skills 

and retelling stories, especially when knowledge produced about Indonesian girls and 

other Third World girls are always already located in the periphery. As much as I hope 

this work serves as political and academic works, particularly in critiquing while 

contributing to Indonesian feminist studies and the burgeoning Western-centric girlhood 

studies, the project has also done some personal works. Throughout the entire process of 

writing this thesis, I learn and unlearn my privilege and positionalities of being a graduate 

student in the US, my ways of seeing and knowing the world, my resistance to be
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vulnerable in my work, and my attempts in generating accountability and care in the 

work that I do.

In May 2018, guided by famous Indonesian musicians, Voice of Baceprot 

released their first official single called “School of Revolution” which is soon made 

available in music streaming applications such as Spotify. The song which centers on 

their concerns and critiques against the education system in Indonesia will launch their 

career as they are ready to enter the music industry. On the other hand, Awkarin expands 

her business empire by launching two new contradictory clothing brands: Bad Influence 

and Hally by Awkarin. Bad Influence is a clothing and merchandise store marked by its 

provocative designs and its tagline “the store your parents warned you about.” 

Meanwhile, Hally by Awkarin is a Muslim clothing brand which sells hijab and other 

headscarves with the sensual Awkarin posing as its model.

As the stories of Indonesian girls such as Awkarin and Voice of Baceprot 

continue, I invite future research to ‘listen’ to other stories, investigate other sites of girls’ 

knowledge production and pay attention not only to the power dynamics in particular 

historical socio-political contexts but also the contemporary communication technologies 

such as new media. In keeping the spirit of telling stories responsibly and opening up 

girlhood studies in Indonesia, I am interested in seeing how new media operates as 

affective geographies for girls in Indonesian cities, rural areas, mountains, and coasts as 

they continue to grapple with the push of neoliberalism and the pull of old patriarchy. 

Applying the concept o f knowing with the girls, I am hoping to work closely with
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Indonesian girls and offer them to be co-authors, collaborators and co-researchers, as a 

way to allow their stories to be heard and to create safe environment for them to produce 

their own stories. Then, maybe we can start envisioning a future inquiry where we do not 

aim to know about girls at all, instead focus on building a world where girls can produce 

their own knowledge and that girls’ knowledge is no longer considered illegible.
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